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1Apple growing is one of the leading industries of rural
Massachusetts. The soil and climate of the State are amor?: the beet known
for producing apples of fine flavor ana texture, ao that the quality of the
fruit grown under proper orchard management is far suporior to the average
grown in many States. Ths market for apples within the State is sufficiently
large to t^ke care of all the present production as soon as it is properly
harvested, graded, and packed. There are also extensive markets in the
neighboring States within easy shipping distance. In addition, there is
usually a good demand in the countries of Western Furops which can be readily
reached by trans-Atlantic steamship lines from Boston anu other Hew England
ports. In times past, the watoh-word of the fruit grower has teen
"Production." Consequently, through the concentration of mina ana sffort of
the growers on the problems of production, the orchard practice of Mass-
achusetts has gore through ctagee of immense improvement anu the general
level has been rapiuly raised. But thia increase in production of higher
quality apples ha3 not been generally accompanied by a corresponding
Improvement in tha methodo of handling.
The competition of an increasingly lurge amount of carefully
prepared boxed apples from the Northwest has mads the markets in Maesaohu-
setts and the Eastern States more exacting. It has also emphasized the
need of better methods of preparing the fruit for the market.
The purpose of this paper is to present a careful study of the
fundamental principles involved and the existing methods employed in the
harvesting, grading, and packing of Massachusetts apples with discussions
on the necessary and possible improvements.
A large part of the material presented herein is the result of
a thorough and careful review of the existing literature on these sub*
jeots, supplemented by information socured through questionnaires sent out
to various county agents and through the writer's own personal experience
and observations*
3Harvesting is one of the most important operations in profitable
apple production. Proper grading and packing begin only with the proper
harvesting of the fruit. Improved wathods of harvesting, therefore, should
proceed any advance in grading and packing of apples.
Too little thought is often given to this phase. Apples Bay be
excellently grown, but unles9 thay are carefully harvested #111 not command
the highest market price* It is a generally admitted fact that the methods
employed in harvesting the crop bave just as uuoh influence on the final
returns from sales as the methods employed in producing it. The harvesting
of the crop is of vital importance - it is the climax of years of labor on
the grower's part — yet just here many growurs fail. The importance of
proper harvesting methods, therefore, can not be over emphasized.
There are two necessary considerations to be borne in mind when
harvesting the apple crop; first, the proper time to pick, and second, tbe
proper methods and equipment employed in the picking*
The Proper Time To Pick
The proper time to pick has a marked influence upon the keeping
quality, color, size, and flavor of the fruit. In making inspections of
apples on the markets, during the course of the investigations conducted
by members of the Federal Bureau of Markets, a large amount of fruit
reaching the markets each season has been found to be greatly impaired in
quality by being picked at the wrong sta£e of maturity, either too early
or too lata* Personal observations of the writer on apples sold In the
4oonuaunity markets In the vicinity of Northampton, Holyoke, and Springfield,
Massachusetts, also show that a larger part of the apples sold in these
markets has heen picked at the wrong stage of maturity, especially with the
earlier varieties, which have been picked rather too early* This mistake
is caused both by a misunderstanding on the part of many growers as to when
the fruit should be picked, and by the failure to interpret correctly under
field conditions the factors determining the proper stage of maturity*
Well informed growers are often careless in the observance of the proper
picking time. The growers may be inclined to pick too soon in order to
take advantage of the high prices offered for certain varieties during the
earlier season* Watching the market and disposing of the crop regardless of
the ripened condition seem to be the practice of these growers* There may
be likewise a tendency on the part of some other growers to delay the pick-
ing of their crop beyond the proper stage of maturity in order that they
may become larger in size and take on a better color*
Apples picked too soon lack color, which in may varieties is essen-
A
tial to their ready sale, eating quality, and size. Apples harvested in an
Immature condition are also inclined to scald in storage and in extreme
cased may shrivel - and exception must be made in ease of summer apples, as
they are not intended for storage. On the other hand, if allowed to beoome
over-ripe on trees, they will get mellow or soft after picking, and have a
short season of consumption, as the length of time they will keep is storage
is reduced greatly*
It Is hard to know just when an apple has reached the stage wher A
if p/ioked, it will keep the longest and still retain the highest quality for
culinary and dessert purposes. Varietal characteristics, seasonal varia-
tions, the soil, its moisture content, the stock, the exposure, cultural
practices, and other factors affeot the maturity of apples, and it is
6difficult to lay down any fixed rules to determine the proper stage for
harvesting. The time for harvesting will further vary with the kinds of
markets the grower is catering to, the distance the fruit has to he shipped,
and the storage and lahor facilities*
There are, however, indications of maturity, such as the color of
the fruit, oolor of the seeds, and the ease with which the stem separates
from the spur. These indications will enable any grower with sods practice
to recognize the proper stage*
The amount of red color is usually the basis for judging the
time of picking red and striped varieties; in a majority of eases normally
oolored fruit of such varieties is ready to harvest if it has attained the
proper size and separates readily from the spur* Fruit is not ready to he
picked when it clings to the spur so tightly that the stem is pulled out
or the spur broken. This of course, varies somewhat with the rarletles and
the manner the fruit is picked by the picker* Red oolor, however, is not
always a reliable index, as the amount of color varies with the season, the
size of the crop - the load, the age and vigor of the tree, foliage , soil
conditions and other factors. For example, in years when bright days and
cool nights come early in the season, the fruit will color up before reach-
ing full size and maturity; while on the other hand in seasons of warm
cloudy weather, the crop may become overripe without acquiring the normal
amount of color* Frequently a crop of poorly colored fruit is allowed to
hang so long in an attempt to secure good color that it is harvested in an
re<*
over ripe condition. Whether or not the^eolor develops normally, a reliable
index ie the ground color, which, when the fruit is ready for picking,
should be turning from a clear green, indicating immaturity, to a whitish
or greenish yellow. With yellow, green, and russet varieties, color can
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not be used to determine maturity. Such varieties are generally ready to
pick when they hare attained the proper size and the stems separate readily
from the spurs*
It Is generally believed that the only reliable test of ripeness
for any apple is by the color of the seeds* When picked just as the seeds
have turned a light brown and before they hare become dark around the edges,
there will be found not only flaror, but best keeping quality* But this
la not a reliable test or index of maturity, as it is ver> common to find
colored seeds in immature fruit* It is certain, however, that the fruit is
not ready to be picked before the seeds turn brown*
Horticultural Commissioner W. H. Yolck of California, states:
"Growers can approximately determine the maturity of apples by the iodine
test for starch* When the core areas show general reduction in starch and
small portions of these areas do not stain blue (when stained with a dilute
iodine solution) t the variety is ready to begin harvesting. This is
especially true if the fruit is intended for distant shipment or storage*
?rult intended for immediate use may remain on the trees two or three weeks
longer* Growers may also learn to use the hydrometer in making the juice
tests. Bellflowers and other early apples will test about l£ % total solids
in the juice, and flewtowns and other late varieties, about 12 % when
sufficiently mature to begin picking"* What Commissioner Volek has re-
commended to the Wester" growers may be worth while for the growers in
Massachusetts to try.
The proper time for picking depends a good deal on the variety
itself ana of its habit of halding on the tree. The grower, therefore, must
stuay e*ch variety carefully to get the best results In storage and in
market. Apples may be divided, according to their condition at maturity,
into several different classes. Among apples that drop when they are ripe,
?to may mention the Qrlmee K Golden, Wagoner, Wealthy, and Wine-sap. Others
that drop before they are ripe are euch varieties as the Gr*venet«in,
Mcintosh, and Snow, Many varieties that hang too long on the tree develop
the oore-rot, and we find that Jonathan ,Oravenst«en, Delioious, and Ortley
eome under this class. Others, If they hang too long get mellow or soft
after picking, and have a short season of consumption* In this class, there
are such varieties as the Jonathan, King, and Baldwin* Some varieties such
as the Early Harvest, Duchess, Ked Astraohan and Jonathan are troubled with
cracking at the calyx. On the other hand, there are varieties like the
Northern Spy and Ben Davits that may hang after maturity before picking.
As a rule, the sooner after maturity the summer and early autumn
varieties are picked, the better and more profitable they are in the market
to the growers* The summer varieties drop badly as a rule. When the
earlier varieties are Intended for shipment, they should be picked quite
green, but should have some degree of coloring, and should not be soft*
Winter apples should not be picked until fully grown, but should be secured
before freezing weather takes place.
The distance fruit Is to be shipped also governs the time for
picking. With earlier varieties that are to he marketed locally, the fruit
oan be picked a little later than when it has to be shipped for distant
market* If one is fortunate to have a personal market, delivering the
fruit to the consumer directly, then one may hope to retain this market only
by delivering the products In the very best des*ert condition. Those who
Intend to ship their apples for A long distance, will have to pick earlier*
If the apples are to be placed In ordinary storage they should be
picked earlier than If they are to be put into cold storage. One must not,
however, pick apples too green as they are more liable to scald in storage.
IExperience during the vast few years has proved that apples BU8 t Ds picked
several days earlier than they hare been in order to obtain satisfactory
results from storage.
It is not advisable, under certain circumstances, to pick all the
fruit at one pioking. Experience has taught the growers that if the enaller
apples are allowed to remain on trees they will materially increase in
color and size. This is especially true with many earlier varieties whloh
do not ripen evenly, and it is a common practice amongst some growers to
mulch the ground under the trees quite heavily with straw(usually E" to 3"
deep) and to allow the apples to drop rather than pick them,thus giving them
a chance to ripen fully. Suoh varieties as GravenatSftns, Williams, Duchess
etc., when treated this way beoome very beautifully colored and are splendid
for immediate consumption. The cost of picking is also somewhat less, but
for long distance shipping this could not be practiced. It is also customary
to thin out the largest apples of later varieties as soon as they beoome
large enough to meet the demands of the market.
Most growers in all sections, however, remove all of the fruit from
the trees at one pioking. Some growers make two or more pickings during the
season, especially when the fruit is not uniformly of good color, but is
otherwise of high quality. The advisability, however, of making more than
one pioking depends upoii the extent to which the size and color of the fruit
are affeoted by the load. The apples on the outside of the tree, expec tally
the larger and better oolored specimens, are removed by the first picking to
permit the limbs to lift and expose the unoalored fruit to the sun. This
thinning also tends to bring about an increase in size of the fruit remaining
on the trees. With early varieties this holds true, and it will even hold
with a« late varietles^as Oravenstden and lie Intash. Better fruit could be
eeoured through this method of treatment and it is quite surprising how the
smaller apples which are left on the trees will color up and Increase In
size* This Is especially important with Mcintosh and Wealthy, which tend
to drop before they are fully ripe, yet it is eren worth while trying with
rurieties whioh hold on the trees well. In the course of a week or ten days
the second picking is usually removed. In a very few instances more than
two pickings are made. Two pickings are more costly than one due to the
additional time required to pick the fruit in this way, though the increase
in the market ralue of the crop often Justifies this practice. But if the
crop is of low quality because of various blemishes, the value of the fruit
is not sufficient to warrant the extra cost of more than one picking.
Some of the most commonly grown varieties in Massachusetts ars
arranged below in order of their approximate time for harvesting:
August September QotQber
Tellow Transparent Gravenstten King
Red Aatraohan Wealthy Delicious
Williams Mcintosh R. I. Greening
Duchess Wagenen
Baldwin
northern Spy
Proper Methods and Equipment Employed
Carefulness and the utilization of proper methods In picking are
of prime importance. Carelessness as well as improper methods employed in
picking the fruit have a material effeot not only on the fruit itself and
its sale, hut also on the trees in the orchard and the successive crop.
Therefore, the use of the very best method* and every possible oare In
picking the crop in the orchard Is essential*
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Government fruit extent hare found by actual observations in the
field, that a large percentage of fruit lost during storage and shipping
could be direotly traced to poor methods used and carelessness in picking
the crop. Small breaks in the skin such as caused by sharp finger nails,
punctures from fruit spurs, and stems pulled off, offer ideal resting places
for blue molds and other micro-organisms, then a foot hold is onoe obtained
by them, the fruit is quickly destroyed. During shipment the whole paok is
liable to become sL»ck on account of just this, and a slack pack will not
carry any distance without the fruit being badly bruised. The result be ing
a dead loss to the shipper. Fruit pickers seldom realize how much the
normal season of a fruit is shortened by bruises due to careless and in-
different handling. The life of an apple depends very much on the care used
in picking it.
The time was when apples used to be shaken off the tree. In
reality, there are still some careless small growers at present who are
addicted to this sort of handling. When the fruit is shaken from the tree
and thrown carelessly into a hard bottomed, rough-sided basket, dumped into
a wagon box, or transported in saoks like potatoes, the keeping season is
shortened and the percentage of loss on stored fruit is very great. Such
fruit will not ship, keep, or sell, and fit/^only for immediate home
consumption. Eowerer such a^les are still sometimes offeted in the market.
They would undoubtedly bring little to those who attempt to market them and
often times interfere seriously with the sale of goou hand-picked apples.
Apples should newer be shaken from the tree, as not one in ten thus gathered
fall to receive some Injury.
Apples, in order to be marketable and aestined to compete with
not only the properly handled native ones but also those shipped in from out
of State, must be carefully handpioked. In picking apples handle them as
11
carefully as eggs. Employ pickers who o»n pick with two hands. Unfortunately
expert a*ple pickers could not always bs hired. Growers are usually obliged
to put up with ordinary day laborers and mill hands and to make up in the
carefulness of his own^or a competent foreman's supervision the lack of
experience on the part of the pickers.
Uature has supplied a small joint at which the stem of the apple
may be easily sSperated from the spur. This is marked by a collection of
wrinkles on the spur. If the apple is grasped and pulled away from the
tree, the Joint may break correctly, but the chances are that the stem will
either be torn out of the apple or the spur torn off the tree. When a
stem is pulled out it breaks the skin^thus allows micro-organisms to enter
n
the apple, resulting in rot or disease in an otherwise sou^d apple, thus,
losses which are often times attributed to eommission-nien are often the
fault of the careless pickers. This is an absolutely unnecessary loss if
due care is exercised. Under the present California law, all stemlese apples,
except Gravensteins, go Id the lower grades. Such law would undoubtedly
benefit the apple industry in Massachusetts, if adopted as a State law here.
Each broken spur means that ssreral apples are deducted from the next three
or four years' crops, since the fruit is borne on the same spur year after
year. After the spur is once destroyed it is practically impossible to
replace it on the old strong wood which is best able mechanically to bear
a heavy load of fruit. Some farieties lose their spurs very readily even
when reasonable care is exerolsed by the pickers, but growers should insist
that these spurs be removed from the fruit before it is placed in the
picking receptacle even if the speed of the work is reduced, as the spur
pulled off with the fruit may cause punctures.
The oorreot manner to separate the stem from the spur during
pioking is to place the thumb beside the joint between the stem and the spur
and then the fruit is bent towards the thumb with a quick motion. The joint
li
will usually break rapidly. The ease with which an apple may he picked depends
rery largely upon the Variety and the stage of maturity. After a little
practice, a pioker eould usually learn how to do it. But onoe mastered, the
pieker will hare less opportunity in pulling off stems or tearing off spurs.
However, it requires skill to perform so simple a thing. This is a point
frequently over-looked by careless pickers. Satisfactory results are seldom
obtained unless the work of e^oh picker is inspected from time to time by the
grower or a competent foreman*
Oare should also be taken to see the pickers have their finger nails
clipped short, and that the individual fruits are not pinched by fingers in
removing them from the spurs. Growers in the West often require the pickers
to wear cotton gloves when picking delicate varieties. This is, however, not
an over-cautious measure. Here again a Ben Davis will withstand more careless
handling then will such varieties as Yellow Transparent and Mcintosh.
Pickers should also be cautioned not to climb into the tree while
picking, especially young trees, as broken branches, bruised limbs and rubbing
off of fruit spurs are bound to result from such a procedure, founds and
bruises upon limbs constitute ideal condition under which canker and other
diseases start and flourish, while rubbing offjof fruit spurs may seriously
injure the prospect for future crops. In one instance, a grower counted 43
fruit spurs on the ground under one tree in which pickers had be~n climbing.
It is generally necessary, however, to gather part of the fruit* in the
center of dense and tall tree uy climbing, and where this is done, much
injury to the tree may be prevented if the pickers Wear rubber-soled shoes
or leather shoes without heels instead of heavy heeled shoes which are more
likely to split the orotches and peel the bark off. Children (young boys)
are often employed to do the climbing as they are lighter and could do the
work with least amount of injury to the tree. Therefore,one of the first
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lessons a grower or foreman must give a picker is to ouutlon him not, under
any circumstances, to bruise or puncture the skin of the fruit, rub off
fruit spurs, or injure the tree in any way. A pioker oan soon train himself
to handle the fruit gently, if he takes the slightest Interest in the work.
Suitable receptacle^ for picking are important* The reoeptaoles
selected for picking should prerent ail bruising as far as possible and
should give ease in hanaling. The half-bushel round sided anu small flat
bottomed oak-splint picking basket with a swinging bail of wire or wooden
handle is used extensively by growers in Massachusetts and other Eastern
apple growing sections. The swinging bail allows the basket to be
lowered into the barrel or other field receptacles and the content poured
out with the least danger of bruising the fruit. The rigid sides of these
baskets protect the fruit from pressure, and in harvesting tender varieties
this feature is essential. The oak-splint half-bushel basket is smooth and
rigid and most growers prefer it to the elm-splint ones and find it most
satisfactory and desirable to pick into. Pickers have a tendency, when using
picking baskets, to place them in a crotch of a tree or to hook them over a
limb, and then toss the fruit into them from a distance of several feet,
causing severe bruising and broken skin. If the baskets are padded or lined
with oanvas or burlap-sack the fruit will be protected to a considerable
degree from such injury. It shoula be lined especially for picking tender
varieties. The baskets should first be oiled, thus making them more durable}
they should then be lined with canvas or burlap* A stout bent iron "S"
shaped hook, or a heavy wire bent in the form of the letter "S" with the
upper part large enough to put over limbs and the lower part to fit the
handle of the basket, is very useful. Baskets fitted with these hooks
enable the pickers to move them frequently where ladder work is being done
and to use both hands for picking. In some instances where fine fruit is
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handled and when the picking is being aone in a large tree, a strati or rope
is attached to the hook and the basket filleu with fruit le lowereu to the
ground, where it is emptied by an assistant, thus making it unnecessary for
pickers to climb up ana aown the tree for every basketful* The rough woren
ty*e of picking baskets shoulu neTer be employed for picking. The costs
of these baskets are just as much as the splint baskets.
There are many other kinds of picking receptacles besides the half-
bushel baskets. There are the galvanized buckets anu bags of various types.
Hamper baskets serving as picking utensils are rarely used by growers in
Massachusetts but are encountered in the Delaware and Few Jersey apple sections
where they are used extensively. Galvanized iron buckets are more of a
Western affair and are used very much by the growers there* Some of them are
10" x 10" buckets, while others are buckets with flaring mouths* Besides
being a perfect rigid affair with no tendency to allow the fruit to squeeze
down along the edges of the receptacle as it would in any flexible one, the
galvanized metal bucket when used without padding claims the additional
advantage that the foreman can reaaily detect workers doing careless work by
the sound of the fruit as it is dropped into the bucket* These buckets,
like the half-bushel picking baskets are provided with hooks for hanging In
the tree or on the ladder. One thing of importance when buying the buckets
is to see that they are not so large that will not go down lneioe of the field
receptacles. These buckets could also be padded or linea for picking delicate
varieties*
Of picking bags, great diversity prevails. They vary
widely in design and in the material used in making them. In the Potomac
V
Valley region and in Birginia many growers are employing a home-made sack of
burlap which holds about t of a bushel. These sacks can be made easily and
quickly from a burlap bag with little expense, but beoauee suoh bags must be
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inrerted to be emptied, which usually increases the amount of bruising, they are
generally mora unaeslrable than the drop bottom type. They may be used without
appreciable injury to the crop if the fruit is generally of low quality, or of
a Tariety not easily bruised such as the Ben Carle. The drop-bottom eanras
bags, holding about half a bushel, are equipped with straps that fasten them
securely in front of the body and holu them in place as the picker is working
from the ladder. The bag consists of a oaiiras tube held open at the top byja
wire frame. The bottom of the sack may be olosea by folding up the tube and
attaohing it to a ring or hook, as the case may be, on the front of the bag.
These bags allow the pickers to hare the full use of both hands at all times.
When a picker gets it full and is ready to empty it, the bottom is unfastened
and the apples roll into the field receptacle. For this reason they can be
used to advantage where speed is the chief consideration. Another type of
eanras bag has the opening in front, but hangs unuer the picker's arms. This
construction enables the picker to descend from the ladder without bumping the
fruit into the ladder. Then there are the aprone, blouses, and tin buckets
with drop bottoms of eanras.
The chief objection to the use of these bags is the greater chance of
bruising the fruit, when the picker walks about, or presses the bag against the
ladder or branches. When bottomless bags are employed, the pickers frequently
will allow the fruit to shoot into the field receptacles when emptying the bags,
thus oaueing immense bruising. Another disadrantage of the bags and aprons
etc, is that the picker will hare to carry the fruit with him at all times,
where as the baskets and the buckets can be hung on the ladaers or branches of
the tree while being filled. With careful pickers they may work rery well,
but eren then it is hard to aroid bruising as the operator mores about in
picking. The bruises may possibly not show when the fruit is emptied into the
field reoeptaole and they may not eren show when paoked, but they would certainty
Pig. I* - Picking rsQe^t&eles:
Ho* 1* "tfortlind" arop-bottom
yioking oag.
No. E. "Ra^la Understood" aruy-
bottom flaking bag.
No. 3. Burlap-lined & bushel
picking basket* ^rorided
»ith the ehaped hook*
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show when reaching the market.
Pioking bugs are used quite extensively in the Went. It is largely
» means of labor saving there. But there are also growers in Massachusetts who
use bags exclusively us pioking receptacles. Those who employ them think they
are quite satisfactory, but a great many admit that they may damage the apples
if not properly handled. When used by the growers themselves, the danger of
bruising is less, but that tho hired pickers might damage the fruit more or
less. It is eviuent that all these picking receptacles hare uses to which they
are particularly adapted anu one con not be recommandeu to the exclusion of the
other. The successful use of any particular picking utansils, after all, is
largely a matter of management anu two different kinds eon often be used to
advantage — the baskets are especially convenient for gathering fruit near the
ground, while bags o~n be used to advantage only when the pickers maintain an
upright position*
Growers will soon finu out that it costs money to step on a ladder
and all that can be reasonably done by pruning to start the heaa of the tree
low and kee^ it low is a paying investment* However, a dwarf tree ean never
be made by any amount of pruning, and ladders of some kinu soon become a
necessity in an orchard* Whan tlu trees are young and small, moBt of the
fruits can be easily reached from the ground, but as they increase in age and
size it is necessary to have aid in reaching the fruits* Climbing about among
branches of a tree is always to be avoiaud whenever possible*
The principal point to look for in a good picking laduer is one that
will stand firm) nothing can be mure detrimental to the tree ana to the good
handling of the fruit than a ladder that is always threatening to fall over.
While a strong and steady ladder is aesired, it must at the same time be
light. The ladder should be of euoh weight that the pioker can handle it
rapidly without undue exertion - especially on uneven ground. Have as little
bulk as possible, as bulky ladders are hard to handle and may cause serious
1?
damage to the fruit spurs and small branches of the tree. The ladders should
he made of straight grained, light lumber and ireil seasoned. All ladders
should he housed *hen not in use, otherwise they begin to aeoay very rapidly
and weak ladders are dangerous things to work ilxh.
As a general rule, there is not enough consideration given to the
selection of ladders bast adapted to the particular requirements of the orchard.
There are a large number of ladders on the market that oun be used for picking.
The styles of ladders used will depend, however, direotly on the height of the
tree. Thsee are several different types of ladders for picking are in common
use. The ordinary straight ladder is still being used in some sections, but it
is being rapidly displaced by the improved types. The chief uisadrantage of the
straight ladder is the top-heavy tendency shich makes it difficult to set it
securely against the smaller branches without bracking then or knocking off the
fruit. For old apple trees the beat ladder to use is the oommon orchard type
of ladder, where the two side rails come together in a point at the top.
This construct ion ?;iveB a better distribution of the weight and makes it
correspondingly easy to handle* This painted ladder is light ana ean be
placed against a, limb or fork that vould not support a oommon straight ladder.
For picking the top of high trees, extension ladders are eometimes used, but
they are more cumbersome and difficult to manage than the light long pointed-
top orchard type of ladder. Ersn the use of suoh extension ladders is preferable
to having the pickers climb the trees*
Step ladders of various kinds are especially satisfactory in harvest-
ing fruit from small trees, or from lower limbs of large tree?. The most
desirable type is wide and flaring at the bottom, narrow »t the top, and
au^.orted with but one prop. It enables the operator to establish it firmly
on the ground much more quickly than the four—legged type. It la easily set
up securely on uneven grounds. It is used extensively by growers in Franklin
and Berkshire counties whose oroharda are situated on steep side hills. The
18
wide spread of the legs at the bottom of the steps make it especially stable.
As this type of Udder could be set up without leaning against the tree as do
the long orchard type of ladders the danger of knocking off the fruit is also
avoided.
Picking poles or other patented fruit pickers are sometimes usea to
pluck some of the rery highest apples growing in the center of tall trees,
but they are uncommon among commercial growers* One such pole has a wire
basket mounted on the end; the top of the basket is open to psrmit the entranoe
of the a^plei the stem and spur working down between the wire fingers on the side
and the operator twisting the pole to the right or left to serrer^he stem
from the spur. The a^le must then be remoreu from the wire basket. Another
pole which operates in the same way has a wire basket with half of the top
open at one side. Still another pleking pole severs the stem and permits the
fruit to drop down through a cloth tube to the operator or a basket on the
ground or attached to the handle. The chief objections to these kiftd pick-
ing poles are that the chance of bruising is greater auu are slow to work with,
thus increasing the cost of picking. Up to prosent time the patent pickers
have not been so perfected as not to bruise the appleB, or/Sfey are deficient
in other ways. Patent pickers may be used occasionally for stray and
scattered apples.
Apples picking machines are also rare things in commercial orchards.
They are usually some kinds of mechanical compromise between shaking fruit off
the tree and picking c,y hand. A typical apple pleking machine consists pf a
considerable spread of canras stretched on a frame and mounted on a wheel-
barrow. The Canras is arranged some-what in farm of a broad flaring funnel.
Apples are shaken onto this canvas and roll toward the center where there is
sometimes a hole through which they pass into a basket. Tha only proper way to
pick is of course by hand, but certain exceptions are made for apples Intended
for older, canning and drying where the picking machines may be used.
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The question of field recaptides for the picked apples no* arises.
If possible these field raeeptaoles should not be the aame packages which are
to be sent to the market, as these packages will get soiled in their trips from
store house to the orchard «.nd buck again and a dirty package always detract
from the sale of the fruit. The field reeaptaolea to be used will depena upon
what is available or easily obtainable, upon whether the apples are to be sold
shortly after being harvested, or are to be storea, ana upon the sort of container
tbey are to be marketed in. There are several different types of field re-
ceptacles in use in Massachusetts. Growers in Eastern section hare been market-
ing almost entirely in the Boston Box for Farm Prouuee *hioh holes 1 l/b bushels.
They have also used this box as a field and storage container. These growers
have also adopted a smaller box which contains l£.4? cubic inches more than a
U. S. Standard bushel by cubical content within tolerance of the law. This box
stores well when empty « Can be used over ana over again, sticks *ell in
storage and on trucks, and when full is not too heavy to be handleu easily*
Risers(dimehsioR8» 5/8" x 5/8" x 18" for the old Boston Bushel Box, or
5/8" x 5/8" x 17& " for the newly adopted box) are nailed on top ends of the
boxes to prevent bruising of fruit when piled one over the other ana also
provides for good ventilation in storage. Growers in the central anu western
parts of the State are rapidly adopting this package as a field and storage
receptacle ;peach baskets are used by few growers, who market their apples in
tbeiu, as field receptacles, especially for the earlier varieties whioh are to
be sold immediately. Bushel hampers are also used by some, both for field and
storage receptacles. Orange, grape fruit ana cracker boxes are used by several
of the large progressive growers. These can be secured at a little coat and
furnish excellent ventilation. Seoona hand barrels are used extensively in the
Western part of the State for field and storage receptacles. When bushel boxes
are used for field receptacles, it is sometimes best to stamp the name of the
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orchard ob the name of the grower on one end eo there will be less danger of
their straying SJWay. Time will be saved If pickers are at all tines provided
with an abundance of field receptacles to receive the picked apples. The
grower or foreman ehoulu see that the^e are distributed to the proper joints
in advance of the crew.
The proper method cf emptying the picking recuptaole should be inpreased
repeatedly upon the pickers' mind. In emptying either baskets or bags, care
should be exercised to avoid dropping the fruit. For example, if baskets are
emptied into field boxes, the baskets should be lowereu to th*. bottom and in-
Tsrted gently, or the flbld box should be tipped so that the apples roll directly
from the basket down the slue. With barrels, the basket should be lowereu into
the barrel and tipped gently over to let the apples gradually roll out. In
either case, use liana tu check the too violent rolling of the apples. Drop
bottom bags are eo constructed that the fruit oan be emptieu without bruising,
if the bottom of the bag rests on the bottom of the field receptacle when it
is opened.
Where the crop is graded anu packed over tab leu that are moved from
place to place in the orchard, the fruit is usually carried in the picking re-
ceptacle tu the packing table. It is a common practise for pickers to carry
the fruit, but in eo far aa possible this should be avoiaea as it Is both
expensive anu inefficient. Certain membure of the crew should be assignee to
the task of carrying the filled baskets to the table aid furnishing the pickers
with empty picking receptaclea. These men carry at least two full baskets of
fruit from the tree to the table, whereas the picker makes the trip with one.
If picking bags are useu In picking, the fruit is carried to the tables in field
boxes which when full are too heavy to be handed by women or boys* The carriers
also save much time for the piokere who are working on ladders or in the trees by
taking the full baskets which are lowered by measure of a rope anu attaching
u /'•£
empty ones. This. is unnecessary for the pickers to climb down to empty his baskets*
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Where the packing it; aone at a central packing hcuee cr at one
permanent location in the orchard or to be etoreu in common storuge, the
fruit is doliverou to those places in the fiela contuir.ere. Various practices
yrevuil with reg;*ru to the iuueuiute dia^oaul of upplea when they ure taken
from the trees. Sometime* they are even placed in piles on ground near the
trees* But thie ie a poor practice. Some growers put then into barrels or
boxes without grading unu left in the orchard; aone put them ungruuee into
oarrels or boxes and curried to temporary storage)*} ana some immediately
grade | pack, and aenu to storage* When apples ure uestinsd to be stored in
commercial sold storage, which is customary with growers ahose orohardi are
near to jity cold storages, they ure usually immediately gradea, pucked and
sent there* With the majority of the growers, apples, as soon us pioked, are
hauled eitner to temporary storuge plaee or to permanent storages in field
receptacles and grading, packing are done aftervuras under oover* With
earlier varieties, fur growers who pack then, the grading and pucking work
is usually done right in the orchards*
Apples, us noon as they »re tranefered to the fiela receptacles,
ought to be placed in shady portions of the orchard when not hauleu away
iaitued iately. It is a buu practice to expose the fruit to hot t>uw for any
length cf time ua the ripening process is invariably hastened. Apples
uestined to common storage ought tu be haulea away immediately as soon as
picked. The Tery best results in long—keeping liuulitles are seoureu when
apples are tuken directly from trees to a cool place und then kept in storage
where the ripening prooess is partially checked. To keep apples in a cool
place as soon as picked is espioiully important if they are to be shipped for
long distances and partioulurly when exported. If the weather is cool and
somewhat dull at picking time, this precaution is not so essential as in
autumn that is dry, bright and warm*
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The Ideal time for picking is on a oool and dry day, but this oan not
always be had, and the best has to be made out of the situation. The picked
fruit should of course be transferred to a eool place as eoon as possible.
Picking should be aroided after a heavy rain or during rainy weather. It is
a poor praetioe to pile ploked fruit in the field, especially where the menace
from crickets is great.
The organization and destribution of labor is always a problem of
orchard management. In picking it is usually advisable to divide the plokers
into crews, giving to some of the women and boys, in case they are employed,
the job of picking from the lower branches which they can reach from the
ground or from short step ladders. The fruit on the upper branches could be
picked by another crew working on taller laders. Some growers even divide
the picking gang Into three groups, one for the ground work, another using
short step ladders, and the third picking from tree tope. The work of the
ere* should start at one side of the orchard, taking a certain number of
rows of trees, and proceed steadily through these rows to the other side of
the orchard. Then another definite set of rows should be picked. If more
than one picking is to be given, or if the varieties are mixed in the orchard,
slight modifications of this method may be necessary. For greatest efficiency
there should be but one head, or foreman, who has the full command of the
pickers, there picking crew is large, it will be best to use several field
foremen. The best of help will get careless if left to themselves and the
fruit is liable to suffer. It is a great advantage to the grower if he oan
have regular men, or men #ho have worked on the place long enough to take an
interest in the work, and put one or two of them with the pickers. It is
desirable not to have too many men in one gang. It is often desirable, when
apples drop badly, to send a few pickers ahead of the main picking gang to
clean up the windfalls and also to have pickers trailing the picking gang to
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gather up apples dropped and knocked off. However, these apples should be kept
separate from the hand picked ones*
TKe labor situation around apple producing areas in Massachusetts is as
a whole not so acute, but in some sections labor fao 11 it. Iog are quite
K /oc*/
inadiquate during harvesting time. The growers usually depend upon home labor
eupyly, and little outside labor la brought in during harvesting
time. Boya are often employed in some sections as pickers during picking
seasons. Growers near to manufacturing sections often solve their labor
problem during harvesting time through the hiring of local unemployed mill
workers. Some growers resort to Sunday picking when mill help is available.
During labor shortage, some large growers have been forced to employ women and
girls, mainly of foreign extraction, to help harvest the crop. Farmerettes
have in the majority of oases proved to be very satisfactory and many growers
that have used them prefer to continue employing them as long as they are
available.
It is a general praotioe amongst the majority of growers to pay the
pickers on a straight day wage basis, but there are occasionally growers who
pay on the basis of the amount of apples picked. With the latter system, the
speed of the work Is undoubtedly increased. This system may be used advantage-
ously when there ie a labor shortage, or when the juality of the fruit is low,
or dropping is heavy, or any other circumstances demanding the {Ulok removal
of the crop. The pickers generally make better wages by this plan, and any
tendency toward carelessness can be avoided by striot supervision. If the .
grower is not able to superintend the picking, the damage resulting from
carelessness may more than offset the advantage of the inoreased amount picked.
It is possible to check accurately on the work done by each pioker by re-
quiring that a eheok bearing an identifying number be placed in each basket
box, or barrel picked. But, with a few exceptions, the only proper way is to
pay by the day and not by pieces. When a grower wants gooa work done he can
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get it only by absolutely owning the picker 'a time. The prevailing wages paid
to pickers by growers in Massachusetts vary, but they range all the way from
$8*50 to $4.50 per day. It is pretty hard to secure the exact uata on wages
paid to pickers when pieoe work is done. The average price paid by growers
who are employing pickers on the pice-work plan is about twenty cents per
barrel, and this is of course very variable.
In hauling the picked apples from the orchard, some suitable wagon
or truck is necessary. Orchard wagons should be low for ease in loading and
unloading} should also be easy riding; and preferably should have low broad
wheels so arranged that they will cut under and permit a short turn. A low
wagon also prevents rubbing against branches in orchards where trees are
trained low. Bolster spring can be supplied to the wagon so that there will
be no unnecessary jolting of the fruit in hauling. Auto-trucks are often
employed by l*rge progressive growers and are found satisfactory. Large
market express wagons are used in Eastern Massachusetts for hauling apples
to the packing shed or storage.
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ORAM UP
The grading of tLo fruit is extremely important viewed from every
angle. There is hardly anything which •ffeote the i>rioo secured More than
this. To growers, who are producing apples that will satisfy the consumers'
needs it la economically desirable not only to raise the right variety and
quality of ablest but to so arrange or classify the resulting proauots that
the buyers may easily recognise then as the artloles for which they are in
search. To the consumers, grading facilitates selecting ana purchasing and
enables other savings in consequence of *ich demand is increased. To the
m
Middlemen, it lesnens the valume of waste produot to be handled ana there-by
reduces marketing costs. Finally, the grower ie benefited because lnoreased
demand gives him a larger markat whioh, combined with the lower costs of
on
marketing on the part of the Middlemen, rewarus him with better prices or ia
larger sales, either of whioh means greater returns from the same oroharu.
In buying ungraded products, the consumer is obliged not only to
accent many inferior oomtaouitiea, representing waste, but ho must himself
perform the grading service. In general, it may be said, therefore, that
the service of grading benefits the consumers by enabling them to obtain just
what they want mora easily and economically than is the case when products
come to them ungraded.
The service of grading economizes space throughout the marketing
system. Particularly le this the ease with transporting and staring. *The
United States Bureau of Markets found, for example, curing a period of three
* U. 9. D. A. Bui. 308, pp. 10-11
Mmonths, between Sept. 15 and Deo. 5, 1814, that the receipts of apples at
Chic Ago, contained orer 15 percent of apples ao Inferior In quality that they
oould not have been sola tX all were It not for beinr mixed elth other apples
of hatter grades which the consumers wanted. These 410 oai*-loads of apples out
-toads
of £600 oara Arepresented not only a waste to themselves, but thay seriously
depressed the prloes obtained for the good applea mixed with them. Grading In
this oaae would have saved the oost of buying barrels for 160 ear-loads of
applea, of paoklng thle large quantity of fruit, of loading 410 ears with
barreled and bulk apples, and of paying freights there on to the market*
Furthermore, these inferior apples eoulu probably hare bean dlsposea of profit-
ably either aa livestock feed or for older—making purposes at the point of
shipment rathar than have become a total loss on the distant terminal market*
The oost of handling and of paying freight rate upon Inferior products un-
avoidably oonstitutes a cause for wider middleman margins than would otherwise
ba necessary. Either the grower or the oonsumer or both must bear the burden
of extra costs caused by the failure to grade the products at the poln^rhere
thla service oould be rendered moot economically. Failure to grade products
makes necessary widar margins than otherwise would suffice and unavoidably
plaoee the premium on low grade products, thus penalising those who attempt to
produce high quality*
Grading also enables the middleman to select and so arrange or classify
the products that they will be constantly In demand. Continuity of business
operations made possible by stabilised demand, glvaa enviable opportunities for
securing adequate financing at minimum rates.
In the absence of grading producers of high quality do not obtain tha
real value of their product a for the reason that neither they nor the buyers
know tha true Value. The grower who grades his produots thereby gales a
knowledge of tha quality of his goods and is better able to bargain for a price
In keying with the true grade ana Value.
Ungraded products always ooat mora to markat than do iiroduota that are
graded. Grading renders eala by cample and eeJfc by description possible ahleh
ara more economical than aala by bulk. Tha nethoa of eala depenae upon gradlngi
if produota are poorly graded, they have to be eold in bulk, i.e., tha buyer
has to Inspect the whole macs of tha commodity offered for aala before he aan
knee ehat he is buying! if the products are divided into uniform grades, eala
by sample ana in some a^aes sale by description are possible, thus faellltatlng
the marketing prooees* In aasociation selling, uniform gr»aes make possible
tha mixing ef different lets of same grade in central packing house and tha
leauanoe of warehouse receipts to represent these apples — Instruments that
not only serve as collateral for loans, but also make possible an early exchange
from hand to hand.
Aeiae from these considerations, careful grading of apples as to
else, ahape, color etc., is of great importance in packing. Veil and un-
iformly graded applen pack more easily in containers — especially in boxes. It
la a conservative statement to say that uniformly graaea apples of a certain
size, shape, ana oolor pack more easily and look better In a barrel or box than
a mixture of ungraded apples of all sixes, shapes and colors.
In the past, the gritting of apples was not considered an absolute
necessity, but as apple raising has rapidly been developed from a side-issue
on the farm to an important industry by itself, strict ana uniform gr&dlng^iae
become imperative. Competition with the well and uniformly graaea boxed applee
from the Pacific Northwest has become leaner *nd the consumers as a whole are
(Ylt"1
more daacrlmlnating, that in order to sell apples ut romuseratlTo prleee, the
local growera must practice etrlot ana eensoientloue grading.
Good grading of applea automatically anforoea Itself in aeetione that
aro at great uietanoe from the large oarkete, as for example In tha Pacific
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Northwest and in the Ihtermoven mountsin States, for theft only the highest
quality stock, veil ana uniformly graded o*n possibly return a net profit to the
producers after deducting the high transportation charges in adult ion to the oost
of production and handling* The location of the orchard districts of Massachusetts
within easy roach of eom& of the best Markets in the country, naturally affordc
opportunities not only for the sale of the best hut all grades of apples* Prim-
arily because of this fundamental fact there is a tendency to slight the grading
of apples and it is not uncommon for one to find about as many varrlations of the
so-called grade as there are growers, ranging in each ease from the excellent to
Tory poor and sometimes even fraudulent* Howevar, it la not too late to improre
those conditions and the enactment of the State grading law is a step to the
right direction* Already Massachusetts grown appleo have a reputation of their
own and Massachusetts Baldwins that are carefully and uniformly graced and
packed in open barrels now are selling as high as well paoked Western Delicious
and Stayman of aiual grade in Springfield and other local markets* There is no
reason why the Massachusetts growers can not equal the Western growers on
uniformity of sis* and grade and then put the flavor, texture and keeping quality
of the Massachusetts grown apples against the color and finish of the Western
apples*
LEGISLATION
The service of sorting apples into grades of uniform kind, quality, size,
shape, and color is known as grading* Standardi*at ion establishes the permanency
of these grades! that is, it means that the given grade shall contain the same
uniform kind, quality, alse, shape and color of apples each day, week, month or
year. Standardisation furnishes a common denominator by which sellers and buyers
may trade in a particular commodity In language which means the same thing to
both of them* Ac long as each individual grower has his own idea of what is
meant by a •J^ncy", a "Mo. 1", or a "tfo. 2" a*ple, suoh a common denominator is of
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course Impossible, ktuflm grading legislation has furnished this standard for
the apple Industry*
Because all commodities Id general trade are handled to a muoh better
advantage In a large w*y if standardised and sueh standardisation can not be
generally obtained in food products except by some compulsory standard defined
^
fy^Ain^ legislation has been/rude ncccssj
by lav and none one with authorised paver to enforce sueh standardization^ Apfle^X
The apple trade of Massachusetts le fast becoming one of the large Items of her
agricultural Income. The keen competition with the Western boxed apple trade
makes the enactment of a State apple grading law a neoes ity. Western boxed
apples are standardised to sueh a degree that, opened top, side or bottom, »h*t
le shown represents the entire contents of the package, but such can not be
said about the average barreled apples.
In 1916 a State apple grading and packing law was passed on the *x\
"initiative of practically all(the Massachusetts Pruit Growers' Association In
particular) that wore interested in the production and distribution of applee
in the State of Maseaohusetts and in other Mew England States. It was an
attempt to get a universal lav established all over the Sew tinglana States, and
Sew York State, and in the winter of 1915 three of the New England States passed
tbls lav. lew Hampshire passed a State grading and packing law of a similar
nature la 1917. Hew York has almost identically the same law, and 3£aine has
an apple grading law which grades Its apples into "First", "Second", and un-
classlfiedi' instead ef "Fancy", "A", "B", and ungraded.' The different State
grading and packing laws passed by the Hew England States are practically the
same in nature, as the Hew England States are very much alike in the production
of their apples*
The Haesachusetts **tate grading and packing law fixes a stanuard for
barrele which is the same as the United. States Standard as provided in the "Sulser
Bill", and a eUnoara for box uniform with st jvdards of the principle apple
growing States; It defines a olased package} it establishes three standard grades
so
and prevldss that all tuples sold In elosed packages not conforming to those
throe grades or, If conforming, hut not branded in accordance therewith shall he
deemed ungraded and so marked; it requires every elcaed *>aokage of apples paeked
ana repacked within the State to be Barked in a conspicuous place with certain
Information as to its contents; it specifics that elosed packages containing
apples packed or repaeked without the State to be sold within the State as of a
Massachusetts Standard gfads^ shall not be falsely narked; it authorises the
secretary of the State Board of Agriculture to make and publish rulee and
regulations for carrying out the provisions of the aot| it empowers the said
secret »ry and inspectors to enter any building or other places Acre apples are
p .oksa, stored, sold or offered or exposed for sale and to open any elosed
^aaiage, ana, upon tendering the market price to take samples therefrom. There
Is also a penalty attached to the law for offences.
The requirements for the three standard grades as provided by this
law are as follows!
M
'Standard Fancy Grade*, shall consist of apples of one variety, which
are well matured but not over—ripe specimens, handplaked, above medium in amount
of color for the variety, normal in shape, good aim reasonably uniform in aUs ,
sound in eonditlon, free from diseases, fungus, and insect injury, bruises, and
any other defects except such as are necessarily caused In the operation of
packing. A tolerance of three percent below the foregoing spec iflout Ions on
any one defect, or on a combination of defects is allowed on apples of this
grade.
*8tandard A Grade,* shall consist of apples of one Variety which are
well matured but not over-ripe epeelmene, medium in the amount of color for the
varisty, normal in shape, sound in oonditlon, practically free from diseases,
insect and fungus injury, bruises and other defects except as are necessarily
oaused in the operation of packing. A tolerance of d percent below the foregoing
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specifications on any ons uefeot, or a combination of uefsots Is allowed on
apples of this grade.
"Standard B Grade,* shall oonaist of apples of one Variety, which are
•ell matured but not override specimens, praotloally free from uieeaaes, lneeot
and fungus Injury or any other tfofeot that matanally Injures the appearanoe or
useful quality of the apples. A tolerance o* 10 per cent below the foregoing
specifications on any one uefeot, or on a combination of defects Is allowed on
apples of this grade.
'
'Ungraded,* apples not conforming to the foregoing specifications, er
If conforming, are not branded In accordance therewith, shall be classed as
ungraded and so branded.
'
'
The color requirements provided In this law for standard "Taney* and
Standard "A" grades refer to the amount and not to the shade* The proportions
of the surfaces to be colored for the different varieties fixed by the
regulation of this law are as follows!
°
"Standard Fancy Grade*, the color of apples shall cover at least
75 percent of the surface in the case of red varieties, such as Baldwin,
Tompkins, King, Kooyue 8t,iit&enburg, Jonathan, Mcintosh, Ben lavis, Sutton
Alexander, wealthy, Faweuse, and the like; at least 60 percent In the case of
varieties having slightly lesn rod color than the above, euch ae Hubbartieton,
Gravenateln, Northern Spy, Rome, Oldenburg, tagener, and the like) and at
least 10 percent in the caso of varieties having still lean re* color, euch ae
Ualden Blush, Winter Banana, and the like. Yellow or |reen varieties, such as
Rhode Island Greening, Grimes Golden, Yellow Newton, and the like, muet have
the characteristic green or yello* color of the variety; the presence or abeence
of a blush need not be considered*
! ^Standard A Grade |* The oolor of the apples shall cover at least 35
percent of the eurfaoe in the eaee of red Varieties, such as Baldwin, Tompkins
King, Eaopus 8plt*enburg, Jonathan, IfoXntosh, Ben Davie, Sutton, Alexander
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Wealthy, Fameuee, ana the llkej »t least EO percent in the oaee of Tarletles hav-
ing slightly leea red eolor th*n the abore, such as Hubbardston, OraTenstein,
Northern Spry, Rome, Oldenburg, Wegener and the llket and at least b percent In
the ease of Tarletles haTlng etlll lose red color, such as Maiden Blush, Winter
Banana, and the like. In the case of yellow or green Tarletles, the presence or
absence need not be considered* The fresenoe or absenoe of color In the ease of
the "Standard 8 Grade" apples is not considered*
There are no size requirements for "Standard A," "Standard B," and
•Ungraded," except that the miniature sices of the abore grades be stated on the
packages* The minimum sizes when measured at right anglee to the stem and
blossom end for the different T*rietiee in the "Fancy Grade" are fixed by
regulation in the law as follow*
i
1
First Group t Diameter, zh inches} Fameuse (Snow), Golden Russet, Red
Canada, Roxbury Russet, Wllll&me, Yellow Transparent*
Second Groups Diameter, qj? Inchest Baldwin, Ben D&Tii, Hubbardoton,
mmlntoeh, Oldenburg, Falmer Greening, Red Aatraehan, Sutton, Wagenor, Wealthy.
Yellow Belloflower.
^ Third Groupt Diameter, 3 Inchest Fall Pippin, GraTsnsteln, King,
Northern Spy, Rhode Island Greening, Rolfc, Rome Beauty*
^Fourth Groups Diameter, 3^ inobast Twenty Ounce, Wolfo RiTer."
There has been aorae objection oft the part of some growers and dealers
to the term "Ungraded" as prorlded in the law. The objeotlon to the term
"Ungraded" being thiet some growers do not grade their apples at all and mark
0 ft
them "Ungraded," so they are in reality "Orchard run" - there are some good
apples and some Tery poor apples in them. Other growers take out their "Fancy"
and "A" grades and perhaps crcn all the three standard grades, than the cull*
which are left arc marked "Ungraded". Therefore, the person who is paoklng
"Orchard run" comes into competition with the man who la packing colic, both
under the cams mark. To make this yoint clear, it is not uncommon for growers
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In Yaw York 8tate to mark "Orchard Run" alter the mark for "Unsruaed" •
"Unelasalfied" Is the taro uesa in Mains grading law* The specification for
"Ungraded" apples in tha Wisconsin grading law Is that, if the paok»ge oontains
ore than 10 percent of badly doformed fruit from insuct injury or fungus
uiaaaoa they mint be labeled "Cull"*
Another point in the State grading la* that has boon debated upon la -tha-k
the else for "Fancy" Baldwins, ahleh is no* s£ inches minimum else, should
be raduoed to Zf> inches} and there se-jco to ba a dlfforenoe of opinion on this.
The opinions of a number of growers ana dealers all over tha State on it seems
to be diviedeal There has bean a feeling th X a Baldwin apple which is strictly
"Fancy" as to color
,
shape, and Varietal characteristics, but which is only
St Inches in slea should be admitted to the "Fancy" grade* On the other hand,
some people feel that sixe is an important qualification in the terv "Par.oy" and
there shoulu be no change in the law concerning this point*
The stanoara grades, an defined in legal language in the bill, are
sometimes found to be hard to comprehend. A simple way has been devlaod to
Interpret tha^e Various grades so to Make them easier to understand and to
remember ami is given as follows!
"Standard Funey Grade" the sort of an apple whloh the far west ships
to the Rt<*tern earkets in the standard bushel applo box, a highly colored,
blemlshloss u^ie,
"Standard A Grade" a good locking a/ple aith one third color* Before
the State grading law was passed, it was the oustom of the trade to grade
apples as "Number One's" and "Bnmber Two's". This »A"grade apple about
conforms to a good old "Humber One" a^le, except that the former is a little
higher in color. The ola "ffumber one" grade would take a great many auples
from the center of the tree vhlah, while sound and of good else, do not have
enough oolor for the "A" grade. There shoulu further not be enough blemishes
to injure tha appearance of the apple*
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"Standard B Grade", Similar to the old "Bumler Two*. The »B» gr*de Is
the uoaful grada, a sound, fairly olaan apple with no oolor requirement .Iktpjile
of this grade does not have to be particularly good looklngi but ue foots which
seriously Injure the usefulnosc will put It In the ungraded class*
These grades as provided In the State grading law Make an assortment
that would satisfy the aamand of the market, and if strictly followed.would go
far towards fixing the supremacy of the Massachusetts apples. It has been
recognised In He* York City during the past few years that Massachusetts
"Standard A Orads" usually stands for good appleo, ana some of the best grade
Baldwins on the lev York City market hanebeen Massachusetts Baldwins,
To facilitate grading in accordance with the requirements of the State
grading law, the Ptsta Pepartment of Agriculture has published a circular
containing the grading law In aet&ll ana also the previsions and regulations*
The Bepartaent has also published a number of posters giving the Various grades
and their requirements which could be conveniently posted In the packing houses
or sheds so that a grader who ij grading according to ths standard grades could
look up the requirements occasionally whenever In doubt*
The grading law as it stands now Is by no means perfect and will stand
further improvers* ntfs, Suoh terns as "Praotioally free" Should be", "Fairly
represent", "Materially Injurs", etc, arc too indefinite and make the
prosecution of violations difficult. The law reiulros that the faoe or shown
surfaoe ouot ba a fulr representation of tha contents*, but i.hln in r^thur
insufficient to corar this Import „nt point ooncar'ninr; facing, with a result that
over—facing tfl nonet lnoa Carried too far in some oaaos. This should be made to
read* "The face or shown surface oust ba a JLClifl representation of thu contents
of the package," This should also be made to cover not only closed packages
but also open packages, as ovar—facing Is too often practiced on applets sold In
qptl packages. In fact, members of the Massachusetts fruit Growers Association,
in their last annual meeting In Worcester, have passod a resolution that the
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present grading law concerning facing should be extended by the legislature
bod; to cover faced—open paokagee. Uniformity of grade in a pack •
•U.C.TopjU.C.All" - sells Westorn box apples, cold Bale's Oeorgla peaches, and
will sell Maes whusetts apples. The Canadian Fruit Harks Act requires that the
face should truly represent the paek. The Delaware law has gone further and
require* that the face shall be truly representative of the size, color and
M
fuality of the apples In the paokage. The fcalne law states that the pack should
be uniform throughout except in barrels, the facing should be made up of apples
of uniform sixe, color, and shape and the att-les used In facing should be a
part of the grade in the package ana should not be taken from a higher grade.
In the inspection work, State inspectors usually cot .r the Boston
markets almost daily and the Springfield and Worcester markets about once in a
weak. At Boston the inspectors keep in touch with the export trade and inspect
the apples on the dock. The inspectors are provided with blanks on which to
nuke reports — these blanks show the owner, packer, number of packages and other
necessary facte and whether the let is correctly or incorrectly marked.
Inspection work is also done at the principal shipping etatlone in the State and
also on application. The principal part of the inspection work at the shipping
points has been in the big apple growing o -sot ion in this State, in Franklin
county. As far as chipping goes in Fr&nklin county, it extends from about
Greenfield to Charlemont on the Fitohburg Road and there has been a wide
distribution of the Franklin county apples over the Northeastern part of the
United States. With cold storage apples they are inspected when mewed to cold,
storage, and with Incorrectly marked apples the owner is notified to mark
them. With correctly marked apples, a certificate of inspection is cent to the
owner which practically gives him a clearance oard to sell the apples.
The benefloial effeots of the State grading law on the Massachusetts
apple Industry can be easily seen and are summerlxed as follows!
First, since It authoritatively defines grader, it will tend towards
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producing more uniformity in grume? »na butter quality.
"acona, it vill in effect guarantee to the purchaser the grade to be as
marked anu disoribed on ths ...•.cb 1";, and a* a direct result of this, it will
encourage the s^le of all grades under their reap oc tire names*
Third, sines it establishes standards for grades. Apples gradea in
aaooraanee iiih aueh standards will naturally be in a greater demand, as it is a
wall knosn foot that the demand Is steadier for established grades than un~
atandardiaea one?.
Fourth, it sill greatly facilitate market quotations; for, unless the
quotation!? stf,nu for very definite qualities of goods, they can not be used as
trading bases.
Finally, fluolr a law tends toward higher and mor I uniform prioes sine*
it prevents fraudulent competition of the poorer with the better grade to
the weakening of the prioa art the alisnoouragsaer.t of the better.
Irrtmedid-Z-e/y Af+erihe ^ssirjcf of jf s h*s keen fo^nd
J[ lhae this la* fee j4*a* faMMU *&e effect ef th4e hsr* on prices/a**
negligible. Ths only effect the la* had at the beginning was that nor3 apples
than ever ware paoksd in" open packages by grocer* «ho seeosd to be a little
afraid of the la*. Praoticularly was this felt by growers in the Rast^rn
ssction of the State where, in ths past t*o years, a great xatny growers hare
sjed open boxes, m they found that in trying to grade their apples to come
up to the Massachusetts Standards and put then in olased packages, such a
wide variation in opinion a? to what an "A* or "B" grade ought, to be like in
order tc please both the growers themselves and at the sai;o time the inspector*
has arisen and the fault that has been found with apples in cold storages
by the inspectors for being marked not: according to the <*tatidard have rather
dissnouuraged nany producers, se that the open boxes of apples have been put
on the market without any marks on them whatever. It is not/muoh a question of
the individual grower paying more attention to his pack as it would be to have
the chanoe to hire aome one to look after the grading and of the work whose
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opinion as to grades would be unquestioned. During the last fee years this lav
has begun to hare an offset on the apple prloea to the extent that the graded
apples according to the standard more rather freely compared vlth the unatandara-
ised ones. It has been found that the apple grading la* le bringing about this
result In some oaeesi namely, that buyers are beginning to speolfy Massachusetts
standard grades when they are buying apples. The reason being that the buyers
know that If the apples do not oomo up to the speolfieatione that they ean call
In the State inspection service as an umpire*
It is, however, unwise to paok In open boxes or rurkattam; all applet
as ungraded In order to aroid the grading lav. In some seetlons where the crop
is so poor In quality that perhaps tola is neoess*ry as it Is a praotloal question
whether the grower has enough elean stool to make it pay to grade the apples, but
a
if a man has a rescnable proportion of clean stock, he is oertainly making a
mistake to put "A", "B" and culls altogether and Hurk them ae "Ungraded," as hie
ungraded apples are coming into competition with tne "Ungraded" apples of a
man who has already taken out his "A" and "B'a". In other words, "oYctnrd Sun",
a large proportion of which is too good for "Ungraded", is oomlng Into competition
with oulls.
It *aa with the appreciation that standards must be oreated and
maintained in order that the demand for apples might inoraas j with the production
that the International Apple Shippers Association draftea the first standardisa-
tion measure regarding the grading and paoklng of applss. Oradually, Various
Horticultural Societies gave their support, and in 191;. the apple grading law,
popularA known as the "Sulaer Bill", was passed for the Interstate and foreign
commerce. This la* is not mandatory! it does not ooapel honesty, nor ean It
compel Intelligence. The "Sulaer Bill" is educational in nature. It defines
three Standard grades differing from each other only In sice and provides a
penality for misbranding. It provides and defines the oapaolty of a standard
barrel, and states that when the standard grade is paoked In the standard barrel,
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the grower may than uae certain United States brands to designate toe three
grade o of hie apples*
The taaln pur±ics«9 of this bill are to eetablish universal standards for
grades for the marketing of apples 1r Interstate and foreign aoastsroe; to giro
oonfldenee to the purchasers! to Increase the demand for apples; to raise the
prise because of the Increased demands and to stimulate the exporting of apples
to foroign countries. In order to avoid the jurisdiction of the Massachusetts
Act, apples packed In this St*to must be intended for shipment In Interstate
*nd foreign commerce, and packed and branded in accordance «lth the "Sulzsr Bill".
In oth;r words, apples graded and packed according to ths Rational Act could
only be sold In other States and foreign countries instead of in thie State
where they are packed*
Ths United States Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates maintains a
fruit proouot Inspection service, one of the offices of which is located In
Boston* This service provides a means whereby shippers or receivers interested
may have upon application a full accurate and disinterested report of the
condition of their Inter—state shipments upon arrival at market*
tMBOB PPWWI*
,
The actual grading of the fruit Is »n important piece of work* It Is
not a moohanioal operation, but work that requires qulok Judgement, a keen eye
and considerable experience* One never grades apples accurately until certain
standard is at first visualized and then establlsheu In ths mind, and the
grader must also hava had experience In the selection of specimen apples for
each grade conforming to the standard* A grader muot have suoh a eorrect and
sharp mental picture of the retirements for each grade that he will know at
onoc, when he eeee an apple on the sorting table, where it belongs* Having
established In his own ainu the grades that are to be made, the grower or the
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supervisor must exercise speol&l oars tc maintain these »t.i.na».rds. Be Is in
danger himself of drifting away from them. The line between the different grades
oan not be daflnsd in ao many words. The graders oust bs carefully and per—
alstently Instructed in thla matter, both by words and example, ar.d their work
should be frequently examined and or It lo lead, dareleague a 3 en the part of the
employees in grading , spoils many a pack that is meant to bs tho be-it.
Uniformity in grading should he the keynote. Uniformity it size, shape
ana eolor will not only make an attract tws pack, but it also nukea packing
easier, especially in boxes* All the specimens should grade up to a uniform
standard of sise, shape, eolor, and quality} and any fruit so perfect in itself
would not be considered to be of high grade if placed amongst fruits either
much larger or very rauoh smaller. It might not be out or place to suy that
much uniformity in else, color, shape etc., can be attained and much expense
and time saved In sorting and sizing if mor« growers would practice thinlng
early In the season* The man who starts the grading should finish the work,
in order to maintain a uniform grace of iffiff* Frequent shifting of graders
is sure to prove un«i*t is factory*
Griding is essentially a olas^ iflout ion of the apples according to
size, color, shape, quality, and blemishes* In grading two more or less
distinct operations are invmlved, via., sorting and sising*
qprt lng i From tho vary nature of the work, eorting for eolor, shape,
quality and blemishes of any kind must be done by hand, either at the time
of picking in the orchard, or in the packing house or shed* Kaeh apple is
carefully inspected by the grader and rated as "Fancy", "A", "B", or
"Ungraded", according to the grading law used as a standard. A good deal of
the grading also depends upon the common sense of the grader. The grader should
have U T\tnr.jilrifn-"1 to him rery definitely^ the exact limitations of the
different grades with regards to the requirements for shape, color, quality and
blemishes and his work should be carefully supervised and fre juently checked.
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The following points should bo eetabliahod In the mind of the grader In eortlngi
1* Porfeotnee^ of shape, which will Tary with the v^rietiea
handled. The shape should ho typical of the variety and
«
should ha uniform.
£
.
Color variea aiao with the Varieties handled. The eolor of
«».;':> la* In e*oh grade ahuula be uhiform. The &aount of eolor
for each grade la determined by the la* or rule followed as
a standard.
3. QU-UU.Y ~ the quality of the appiee in euoh grade should be
unifora.
4. Blnmiahes, - the limitations of which are uatermlned by the
requirements for e-oh grade provided in the grading law or
rule followed. Tha indent iflo-^t ion of the insect and fungus
Injuries as well u.q bruiaaa enables the sorter in blemish
sorting to aort more intelligently.
C*rofulnee9 in sorting a»VQ3 the pucker* a tltae and trouble in making
tha final selection* Upon the sorter, in large measure depenua the quality of
the output.
ZiAlM.* SUing to ia*intain a uniformity in 3iaea ia quite an essential
feature in grading. It la wary important that the apples in a package be unifora
in aise, it facilitates the packing operations. Siting could be done either by
hana by the gr^aer while aortlng for eolor, ahape, quality and blemishea, or at
the time of paefcing, or aejpwratw, into various ainea by other workers before
reaohing the packing table. Sizing with the aid of mechanical alsera of Tarlouc
cukes is not uncommon with largor groserr. Jn recent time3. In moat (UUMN
where hand airing ia aone, it in found convenient to have n sizing board on
hand, for consultation when in doubt. The aiaes of the holes In the aixing
board are commonly in variations of one quarterih of an inch, such as 8 inches,
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8J inches, 8s lnobea, y£ inches, 3 inches and so forth. But when olmaer sizing
is dsalred, as in box packing, boards with sizes of hole v*ry in one eighth of
»n inoh, auah as 8 I inches, 8 3/8 inches, I i/Q inches, 8 r/fi inoh ;o, 8 3/4
inches, and so forth are found to be convenient. But usually when oloasr siting
is desired as in box poking, packers usually split the differences by hand
without the uld of closer sizing beards, when apples arc brought to the packing
tables in variations of one quurterVfe of an inch* Beginners sill find that
are.
sislng boarde^helpful, while skilled graders seldom have to refer to sizing
boards in sizing*
mop* asp ttttipirciffa
As a rule, the fruit o*n be best graded and packed in a packing house
or shed, as the best work oan bo done when the best facilities are offered.
In Massachusetts, grading and paoklng operations ar« very generally conducted
under oovor, though some growers grs.de and pack their apples right in the
orchards and ssnd the paeked apples directly to city cold storages. In soma
cases early apples are generally graded and packed directly after picking in
the orchard* The prevailing temperature during harvesting season in ths fall
favors common storage and the grading and packing can be extended ov :r i
considerable length of time. With later Varieties, the common practice is to
pick the fruits and place them in barrels, boxes or other field containers
ubieh are storod temporarily in theds and other out buildings and to grade
and pack later. If the fruit is to be held for any length of time it should .
be plaosd under proper conditions of storage, otherwise, it should be graded
and pocked as soon as possible and removed to storage* Some of the growers
have the fruit graded ov?r before storing in common storages so that each
grade could be piled together^facilitate paoklng later on and the space other*
wise woald have been occupied by inferior grades or culls eould be saved for the
better ones*
aIt it the praetloe of n*»ny growers to grade as they pack, or perhaps
mors accurately paoi- at they grade. That Is, as the fruit la graded It la
placed directly 1a the container In which It la to he packed* If there la Tory
little grading to do, or If a Urge percentage of the fruit will fall Into on*
grade, this nay be the heat plan; but If thare la a considerable amount of each
of three or four gradee, tine will he lost by attempting to combine the two
operations* In fact, if the apples, *9 they come from most of the orchards, are
to be graded and packed strictly according the State grading lav, separation of
the two operations sill be found quite necessary*
Sorting tables of some kind arc found to be indispensable in grading*
When grading is done In the orchard, a movable table should be provided •
There are many uiffersnt types of sorting or grading tables in use* Two types
of grading tables are commonly used for barrel packing either in the orchard
or In the packing house or shed* These ars tie apron table and the oanrae er
burlap table* The apron table or a Variation of this type is very ooaaonly uaed.
Frequently tables similar to this could be equipped with wheals so that they Can
be moved easily about the orchard* The oonveniant dimensions for suoh an apron
table, or end delivery table, ares length, V feet| vidth, at b?tfjk, 3h fe^t;
to ight at front, 38 incheat height at back, 86 inches; height of the aide boards
3 inchee* The bed of the table *hlch is sometimes alatted for the dirt and
leaves to fall thro u h, is inclined so that the fruit aa it is graded rolls to
the lover end, where, upon the opening of a stop or trap, it lajlovered by means
The
of an apron into the barrel* ^Slattad bottom le not a good practical construc-
tion as the bottom ia easily weaksned and more-over the slats bruise tha fruit
more or lees* Tha anu of the tab la where '.ho packing la done tapers down to an
opening approximately one foot in width. A fifty or seventy-five bushel hopper
or bin into which the fruit is emptied in flrot is aometimee attached to tha
apron table* The arrangement has the advantage of furnishing a continuous
supply to the grading table* However, unless the bin is kept nsarly full, the
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fruit 1* almost certain to be bnileed lr rolling down the necessarily stssp
Incline to the bottom. Tho weight of ths fruit In the bin also makoe It
dlffioult to regulate the feeding una the apples often rush by the gr*\dere
faster than they oan be grattod properly. The usual method, where two grades
are packed, is to r snore the culls and the second grade fruit Into baskets or
barrelc and to alio* the first grade to run over the table. «her one of the
two grades is graded out , the graders should always remove the grade which
constitute* the smaller proportion of the fruit, In order to reduce the emouni
of handling to a minimum, and to allow the grade constituting tho larger part
to be run over the apron into the barrel. It is a mistake to run the first
grade orer the end of the table when this would necessitate the handling of the
larger proportion of the apples* The man who pucks the barrel Is usually
responsible for the mintenanoe of the grade. He has charge of tho crew at hie
tab 1c and in aduitlon to checking up the work, ho rjUj^lemento the grading by
S«lng orer the fruit am it paasee Into the barrel. Thl3 typo of table allowee
rai-'id fork to c« dono, but it is not altogether eutiofaotory, an the fruit
frequently oroTds
;
>uet the grader in a way which encourages carelessness, the
actual grading takes place as the fruit is being pushed or rolled along to the
delivery end of the table which ie frequently kept so full that it o.n not be
thoroughly Inspected. Only with very careful management «an the different
grades be maintained by the rioe of thin table, enpeelaxly, If the fruit is
not uniform In slue, shape, color, and quality.
The canvas or burlap grading table is made of canvas or burlap stratehed
over a rectangular frame. It i3 not constructed for running the fruit over an
apron Into the barrel ae does the apron on end delivery table. The apples most
be graded by hand into baskets. The advantage of this table is that all the
apples are subjected to careful inspection as they are removed by the grader.
Although, as a rule, this is a sic wer process than that of handing the fruit
over an apron table, the grader with some practice soom beoomee skillful and
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and ac* *ble to handle the fruit very rabidly. Ihen as much as half of the fruit
Bust be removed from the apron table In the prooess of grading, the sane work
could be done %a rapidly and more accurately over the canvas or burlap top table.
Care must be exercised with the use of either type of Urn table If the beet result
Is to be obtained* In case of the apron-end delivery table, the fruit Is often
bruised by crowding It along with the picking baskets, when the work la done In
the orchard, as thay ara being emptied on the t^ble. With the o»nvae or burlap
topped tables, the graders should be cautioned about throwing the apples into
the baskets Into which the fruit in being graded* Injury from this source my
be avoided to a considerable extent by padding the baskets*
The canvas or burlap topped table just described in connection with
grading for barrel packing c „n also bo used In ea.-jo of grading for box packing*
The box packing table which is shown in Fig* 3 Is also nseu sometimes for grading
if the fruit Is not graded before reaching the table* ?he dimensions for suoh a
t-.l-le ars» 3x4 fct, made of 6 x 1 Inch boards with 8x4 Inch Joists as poets*
A stout canvas is stretched across the top of the boards* An old piece of
rubber hose may be railed along the top of the boards over the canvas to protect
the apple* from bruising* Shelves for holding the apple boxes are made at a
slant on opposite oornere of the table* Extra shelves may also be made under
the table for the holding of wrapping papers and othor packing accessories, thus
saving a lot of the packer 1 a time by having everything convenient. As the
apples are placed upon the table they are generally graded for aiae, shape,
color and quality. Sizing is often times done by the aid of a neohanloal elsor
before the ^yles reaching the table for blemish and color sorting.
A convenient grading table arranged for grading apples cither for barrel
or hex packing when the orop handled is email, ie shown in Fig. 4. ABCC represents
a table Zfi to 3 ftet high. 8 shows where the grader stands. Opposite the
grader on the table Is placed the box or basket of ungraded fruit. To the
side of and behind this are placed baskete or other containers to receive the
Fig* b. - A box grading aim packing table*
' 3
Grac/e Graeme
fancy
Grctafe
to 6e
Cj/rac/eaf
Jrac/e a/ "
C
Fig. 4. — A oonrenient grading tub Is arranged
for hanullng a snail eroy. ASCI'
represents the table. and E the position
of the grader.
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different gr*dsa. An th«aa are ^filled they Buy bu set ws^y ut other empty
ones fcJfi t-ut In thair places.
1PTHASIPAL BBBM
floaertly larger grc*9r?
Aoo--2 J;ara.t iTt ac-co L-t ion.-, bate i)ti|un to employ
UEiOhlne aizera. Information secured on thl3 aho*3 that there j^tj ovsr one hundred
aueh MOmiBts in uae In the state at pr^ant and the ftsfl Pf th:.a i? increasing,
flsporta received from tha manufacturers and dealer- of machine altera show that
thay are Increasing at the rate of about thirty each year. Thiy are to bo
considered vhan different sizes are to ho made In the |«M graia. The enactment
of tho "t ,t« grading 3Uk* to rogulat-i gruues -nd p„oiiugja will nooecjarily demand
more attention to th i also in tha 9M&j '-r.d the ura of rwohanioul sisora 1# a
good rae.ins for complying *ith t)M grading law cheaply. Prowerj *h<i huvo been
trying to grade apples ly hand hare found it, xairly cxpon.-iive aJid it vill pay
any larger growers or any group of growura <»to have enough apple a to send to
the marketn, to oca iraohiroi for sizing. "he una of the machine anablea the
grower to give more attention to the sorting for color, ohapt*:, doi'ootp oto.t
a3 the gradora are not oonoemed with the oize o lass ifiout, ion.
Prior to 1911 there wers no mechanical daoiduoua fruit aiders, becauoe
the problem of cheek to churls MMMfiftf by machinery had not bean aolvsti.
After many yaura cf experimenting, fairly satisfactory machine alsero for
deciduous fruits havo at last been produced. low one finaa many typea of
sechanioal nizars on tha rurket, from a airaple portablo one to a complicated and
haavior type, driven eithar by hand or motor power.
Mechanical sizsro are often erroneously called *flrading Machines" « It
must be remembered that the machine la simply » sizing apparatus, and the actual
sorting for color and aefeots has to be done by hand either before or after the
apples are sized by the machine. Tha most common of mechanical slzers
employed by growers in this State ara the Peasa j,na .Olfrord, which are shown
Id Flga. 5 and 0 respectively. Brief descriptions of these are given belowt
Paaae — This eizer e*n be need to slse not only apples, but also pouches and
pears* It makes two, three ead four sizes* It Oin be cranked by hand or driven
with a 1/6 horse-power motor* The fruit 1» plaeed firs* In a hopper which is
inclined toeard an endless belt of wooden cups or packets* is the belt of cups
trarele upward each cup takes up an apple and carries It ovor the sizer. These
cups open at various intervale to different sixes, and the fruit drops gently
Into eanvas ehutea or oonveyora* This elzer en be udjuotou to cuke four sizes
ranging from & inches to 3 £ Inches* A simple set-screw at the point where
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the fruit, drops from the oups into the canvas chuteo oan be raised or lowered
instantly to the desired sizes* The points 'at whioh these thumb sorews are
to be lowered or ralsod ara indicated by graduation or size marks* The hopper
is law* so thit ono nun can easily fill It either mut of the barrola or boxes*
The oups travel upward and so pick up the fruit from the lower or feeding
hopper* Tba feeding from the hopper into tho oups la autoraatla* This machine
can be moved around in the orchard* The chutes ana feeding table eon be taken
apart from the main body* The cost of the machine is about $400* This machine
sizer sizes accurately but in somewhat rough on the fruit* The capacity of
this aachlna la *bout 400 to 460 bushels per day* The effeolenoy of this
machine is about 67 percent.
q^fforfl - This sizer is equipped with an endless horizontal belt which is
inclined in such a way that tho fruit rolls toward the lower edge where It
comes in contact with a revolving roller* This roller Is set at a height of.
8& inches above the belt at one end and 3 Inches above the opposite end* This
arrangement will provide for three sizes, &i inches to %& inches, ah inches to
3 Inches, and 3 inches and larger, the largest size being carried over the end
of the belt* However, the roller is Adjustable and may be set at various
heights, depending upon the sizes desirod. There are also models which provide
tig, b, - Tha "Putksa's ?urt'eot" meohunio»i elzsr.
Fig. 6* - Tfca "Gifi'orti" meelutfi leal siaer.
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for More than three sizes. The capacity -no. afrioleney of this aaohine Is
about the same as the Pease* This type of slser Is best for round apples, as
the flat ones do not roll we.. Bruising is easier eith this machine and it also
o.s.tohes apples if not well managed* The machine is light and portable and oan
be used in the orchard. The price for thle machine Is about $l£5. This type
of nuohlne Van be either cranked by hand or drlTen by motor power*
The speed of these naohinea needs to be regulated Tory carefully, as
the accuracy and care with which the apples are handled are largely dependent
upon the 3jeed of the beltn and chains* Practically all sizing machines when
run too rapidly are inaccurate and eaune an excessive amount of bruising* When
the conveyor belt del Its r 9 the fruit Tory rapidly to the slser a congestion may
result from the inability of the sizing devloe to size all the fruit delivered
on it* When it is desirable to increase the output of the machine, the fruit
should be supplied in an uninterrupted flow rather than by increasing beyond
normal the number of revolutions of the drive wheel*
There are many other types of maehanloal slzers on the market which
are lesa commonly used by growers in thie State* The choice of the machine
will have to be made by the grower, based on a consideration of the size of
the orchard, the equipment already on hand, the accuracy required, and the
number of sizes deairail. There are a number of points that growers should
keep in mind in Making this choice
|
(1). Tb« Buohine must hare a capacity proportionate to the
size of the orchard so that the operation can be con*
duoted economically* In ohoo8lfg between two maohlnes,
one ahlch has a large capacity but is only moderately
accurate and the other which has a small capacity but
is is. vury aocurate, such as those used in connection
»ith box packing, the former is preferable in moat oases
where apples are graded for barreling*
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(£)• Simplicity of desigr. and freedom from too numerous aaju«tmante
are features Tory muob doalred.
(3) * An investigation should bo sm.de to see that there are no
arrangements or devises th>t will unduly bruise the fruit.
If the apples are bouneed along on met*l or unpadded porta,
or if the oonstruotlon in any way necessitates crowding or
congestion, there Is danger of injury, and such a machine
will not be suited to tendor varieties*
(4) * The durability of the naohinc is a matter of groat importance*
If such a machine is not substantial, it will soon go to
pieces ehen subjected la the rough handling that icjusually
gl7en to such equipment*
A survey of the existing conditions amongst the groiars in Massachusetts
concerning the question of grading has ben attempted by the writer through a
circular letter or questionnaire which has beon sect out to eleren county
agents, and ten replies have been received* Two of the questions on the
questionnaire are of interest!
(1)* Hoe extaneivs is the practice of grading amongst the growers
* in your oounty? Do they follow the Massachusetts Standard
grades?
(B)* Do growers who cater to local trade and sell their apples in
open trackages grade their apples at all?
The answers to the above questions given by the ten oounty agents
representing the different counties are tabulated oelows
Barnstable Very little grading dons* The
grades are "1st" and "Snd*S"and
not standard gradss, where grod*f»y
le proet lees'.
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Bristol Most applet aro sold "Junto la Pack".
Very few growers folio* any staidard.
Quastlon So. B
Yea, most of than hare
"let 1 s" and "end's".
3ssex Very little gr*dlng done. Tm.
Franklin A email part of the crop Is graded,
muoh of it Is shipped ungraded,
although the hsst growers usually
grade.
Tee, and thay are now
deweloping a rery good
demand for loeal apples.
Hampden 75 peroent of the growers praatiee
grading hut wsry few growers follow
the standard grades. They market
In open packages
•
Orads fairly "jell when
*o}d in open packages.
Hampshire 3ulk of the apples sold ungraded. No regular grading.
Middleesx. Vest growers make two or three
grades. These grades do not
correspond vlth the standard grades
In the apple grading law. They arc
mostly sold in open packages. They,
tendency among most growers Is to
oTerfa.cs, especially the "3rd" grade.
Tendency, whsn supplying
the local trade Is to
grade better than when
selling in wholesale
marl 1 1 .
Norfolk A wary few growers grade. Orowers sho cater to
local trade make two
grades
•
Plymouth Vary little grading practiced.
Worcester. "let's" and "end's" are mostly
sold together.
The fast growing commercial importance of the a,, pis crop In Uassaohusette
aen&nde the paakln? phaee of the inuuetry be given intelligent study. Wonderful
striues ht*v-» been suae In the Methods employed by the *Tur*ge growers In the
nunagament of their orchards,but only recently haT-j the growers begun to £iwe sore
iic.9 and attention to the packing of their fruits for market* While the aore
progrea-Uwe groeera ara putting up reallj good paeka, ther . are etili too many
poorly tfxaiva apples being offerad for aale on the market.
Bettor paoking methods are needed eBpeciall? for the higher graces of
apples* It is often true tfc.it the beat Vaasaehuestta apples aro not any butter
packed than tha poorest , but ainoe the* awer*?* ooreuner buys the fruit mora on
its appearance than beoause of ita quality, the grower* suffer a corresponding
Joss of wfcatercr they hawe gained through the Improvement of the orchard ^ruotice
to secure better quality applaa* Nothing Is more discouraging than the Ions of
legitimate profit, or a Kajor portion of tt»em, or a orop of fruit that has bean
produeea at a considerable exponas, because unattraetiTely presorted to the
;:.arket.
The grower my oritiolso the consumers' t^sts inuoing so, but it is to
this t*ste tfctij! must sell and gradually they are learning to consult it. It hae
often bean said tlut the package sella tho fruit, but noro corrootly, it should
be tha package together with packing that sell the fruit, or at least largely
Influence its sale*
The consumers hare aeen the neatly paoked Borthwestern boxed apples and
somehow they have oorca to aeiouiate the straight, eren roee and uniform- layare
with high quality | am almost uneoneolouely , they associate lea? attractive
packing eith alip-ahoa methods of oulture and o*rsleai handling, parhaps often
unjustly, but the faot romlna nevertheless* tTnifonnlty of quality, color, and
eiae together with attractive paeklng and neetneat of package are eeseta to better
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advertising, ana a satisfied customer is the beet known advertising medium*
It le well known that the quality ana flavor of Massachusetts apples are
far superior to those raised under conditions of Irrigation , but unfortunately
this f*et is not always appreciated becauss of Improper packing. Many retail re
and consumers who oonfess a prefer no* for the quality and flavor of Kas"*chu-
oo-ts'tefe. of
setts grown apples are yet habitual buyers of apples grown *#d eMfffl W^A ut
/
the State because they ars offered to then In a manner whloh appeals to them.
A lesson can well be taken from the lorthwestern growers, not that all the
apples should be packed in boxes but that fruits of good and uniform quality
should be attractively paoked In any paokags, whether barrel, box or other kinds
of oontainare. Many instances oan be given of good profits made from good
packing comp^r^d with poor packing, but nearly evsry one has seen illustrations
of this In the markata.
The packing problems of a grower who i9 disposing of bis products
looally direct to special or persomal markets are fe* and comparatively simple.
But when larger growers who are catering to distant and opan markets, the
problems rculMply and baoomo intensely complicated. Packages that will stand
(S
rouph handling and shipment, muet be used. They must, be neat, reasonable cost,
and attractively p^oKaa, for where the grower Is unknown to the buyer both he and
his wares ar? invariably judged by the appearanoe of the latter. In the keen
competition of the opsn nurket, the well packed barrel and box always sell at
the top of th3 market while e .relessly packed fruit of bett-sr quality will bring
only an indifferent price. To be sure that clothes do not make the man, but they
do Bike an impression on strangers.
The apple grading and packing law has don* and Is doing much to give the
Massachusetts apples a reputation of not only in the local markets but also In
those outside of the "tate, as during the last few years Massachusetts apples
have been sold as far f«*st as Cleveland and Detroit In considerable quantities.
The strong tendency for applus to be grown more skillfully combining with mere
better packing methods will go far towards fixing the supremacy of Massachusetts
applea.
pactaa?*
Before going Into a dlsouaalon of the equipment for and methods of
paoking, it in beat to con-iiaar the packages employed an packagea *ill determine
to a lu.rga extent thu equiptnant and methods. In general, paokagee are mainly of
two typaa, non-returnable or "rift" package*, such aa the standard apple boxes,
p2*eh baskets, hampers, o*rtona ate, and tho returnable ^.iCkagoa, such ae the
standard boxaa for farm proauce. A9 for gift p:*ckagas, the gro»er beare. the
expenses; It. la hla aim to uae a package which la at the aaraejtlme otrong, light
,
attruoUva arid cheap. Tha incraaalng cost of limber la cuking thia a more and
more serious problem. The prineipla functions of a paokage aroi to furr»l3h a
convenient means of hunuling tha product; to furnish protection from phyaloal
injury to the contents! to render a»fe from pilfering; to furnish a meaaura of
tha contents; to furnish ventilation to the goods; to furnish a mouna whereby
the goods c.^rry marko of indentifio .tion, shipping directions, inuieoa of quality,
compliance with the lata, and advert inoment; and to insure claanlinae'i of/the
sorter.ts. Tho nize una kind of packages will of course depend more or lese upon
the klnas of markets oaterad to, the variety, tho e*ca of handling, the convenience
of retailers *nd eor.oumara, and the skipping diatur.ee.
In tha choice of an Ideal package, it is often boat for the grower to
have the folio Ting points in mird. An ideal package ahould be relatively cheaper
in coat; shipped sell "knocked down", causing the minimum amoubt of brnining to the
oontenta, easy to p.*ek the fruit in; fitting or pack In.-: well in wagon, truck, or
car; attract iva In appearance, easily carried by the consumer and conveniently
handlou by the r«t»li«T| useful aftor being emptied; aafe from stealing; oarrying
advertising sell; aim rebate, or possible to be used again*
There ara many kinds of packages now employed for apples in Uasaaohusetta.
Sotibly among these are the standard apple barrel and the standard box for farm
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produce. The at knu»ra apple box which is similar to the Burthwestern a^plc box is
used to a T ry Halted extent In this State. The following is a brief discussion
of these rarioua kinds of packages no* employed with referenoe to their uoes and
limitations*
The barrel Is an old and well recognized paokage. From almost the
beginning of the apple industry, the barrel has been the standard apple oontalner
and it poesesoss many Yaluable features* It ocota leas, and is easily obtained,
more adapted to rough usage in transit than any other container, safe from
pilfering, ana useful when empty* A barrel oan be easily ana quickly paoked,and
the Apple* in it can bo handled at a less oo-<t than in boxes. It can furthar be
hurdled off rolling mora easily than any other paokagea of its sise.
On the other hand, it hai cuny diaadTantagus also. Chief amonf theee
aro that it oontalns a larger amount of fruit than most families Can buy at once,
and it doe3 net stack to adYantage either in storage or in shipping* Fruit
packed In it are morj easily bruiaea aua to the amount of pressure that hae to be
exerted to secure a firm pack. It is , furthermore not adaptea for handlinr fancy
apples of tender—ak innad Yarietias, like GraTensteins, Molntoeh and Borthern Spy*
The barrel, in spite of its many unuesirable featuree, is still the most
profitable container for the nuin commercial trade* The barred la at present
used for the larger eharo of tho crop of the festern part of the State both for
storing and marketing apples in. The greater bulk of Massachusetts apples are at
present paokod in barrels fur the Main ooramoroial trade and it promioeo to be a
standard container especially for the Maoaaohueetts leading variety, the Baldwin,
for many years to come*
Certain trade will require firat class fruit in barrels and must be
catered to. It is an excellent paokage for use in the exporting trade, especially
to Fngland, where people are more accustomed to Eastern apples in barrel:?! and the
applee must be put into * oontalnar that the narket demands and it is newer wise
to force on a market, containers whloh it is not accustomed to*
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TKe barrel la expeolally adapted to the wholesale trade of average grades.
Ita cheapness, strength ana ei*na of p*okinf; recommend it highly to ths growers
*ho muit handle large luantitien of luetiium grades of apple** or «hu must depend
upon inaxparienood men for his packers. For the marketing of the greater bulk
of the Baoiachusetta ap-iles the barrel presents advantage* that nuke It In-
dispenaable. The barrel, therefore, at 111 maintains a permanent position as a
package for applas in this "?tute.
The old Boston Produce box, which Id eighteen inehas in length, eighteen
inches in *idth, and eight inch n in depth , inside measurements, has lonr been
used for the irurkating of apples by growor.3 in the vicinity of Boston who are
within trucking diaUrioa of their markets. It*s place has beon taken by tha no*
standard farm produce box, which is seventeen and half inohijs in length, sowenteen
and half inch si in width and seven and one sixteenth inchao in dapth - inside
measurements. It was legalised as a sholesala package by State legislative
measure in the winter of 19£l. produce box of these dimcnnloiio is alao a
A'
legalized container for vegetables and fruit i in Rhode Island.
This standard produce box poseaaios a fa* valuable feature as a paokage
for applet* It is easy to pack applet in ar.d a atrong and convenient package to
handle* It enables the apples packed in it to proaant a large fihow surface.
Since it does not require much preying, therj in les=i bruising due to packing
oonnonly found ?.n barreled apples. The box itself In comparatively oheapor in
Caat and is at preoint a credit package, which MMH that the grower obtains a
portion of his original package investment b*ok from the purohaeor. It is alao
tha practice in soma section-) , wherd the market ia local, to got the empty
boxes b.-ok and sell to ths veget ble growcra. These used-boxes can alao be used
over ana ovar again for tha lower grades . They also mala excellent reoeptacles
for field and storage purposes.
The standard produce box, being a more rigid affair, has hardly any
•flive" to it. Tightness, therefore, o .n not ba vory easily aaeured, and It ia
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not at prssent a very desirable package for Ion/; distance shining. Furthermore,
a
It does not possess^ good place for advertisement on It it Aides as does the
standard at;pie box.
For local markets, the standard produce box is largely in use among
grower* in the dkkstsrn part of the *tate. Its growth is popularity is making the
barrel a lean and less used paokage in the Eastern part of the State. The
automobile truck has had a nry great ef foot in making this standard produce
box very popular. Boston especially has a preference far this box as an apple
container, k great many mors apples are coming into Boston in this package arery
ye^r from as far an fifty miles. There are also many apples in this standard
produce box handled In Woroe.-iter, Brockton and Taunton markets.
This standard produce box has become extremely popnliir with growers in
Middlesex, ?3:;ex, Worcester, Norfolk, Barnstable and Bristol Counties, But, due
to the f-iot that firm jaok is hard to eecurs «lth this standard proauoe box, there
has not bejn v-sry many apples shipped in it for distant markets. There are
however, sorae growers, in the S*atjrn section tho have be^n using it as a package
to ship applss ihto Liverpool, England. No tab iy^ among those growers^s
Mr. John H*rdy, who ha* been ihipping on the average of about a thousand boxes
yearly to England.
Oommisuonmen *ho haro hanaled the produce boxes for the export tr^ae,
seem to think unfavorably of thorn. The reasons they give are that the apples in
this box could not be handled well in transit and the steamship companies require
it to be wired to avoid breakage fhioh adas a coat of five certs pmrbox, thus
increasing the oost of handling. Furthermore, tho eoaraieoion mon claim that the
English yc?oplo have a prajudioe against tho produce box as an ap^le oontainer and
it is known as a "orate'1 instead of box there j and they ara race accustomed to
D»3tern a^plei in the barrels, in off years, it, is said, that the produce boxed
apples will sell. But in spite of its disadvantages for long distance shipment,
it la the opinion of many growers that it will eurely Increase in popularity as
a package for apples especially for local trade In Massachusetts.
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It la only within the l»et two decades that the Wanton box, as a
container for apple 9 , has been coning to the front as an ls^ortant competitor to
the barrel. The standard Western box la a legalized apple box in Uase&chusette,
aires the enactment If tfce Itate apple grading and packing la« in 1915.
This standard apple box poosssoeo aaveral valuable features which Can-
not be overlooked. Chief ar.or;."; these aret <**mi the farcy fruit o-„n bo displayed
to advantage in it and is mere accessible to inspection; it ll flexible in con-
struction and the top and bottom boards arsj raede to bond rather than the fruit
In it, therefore, there is lean bruising of sep30i.>lly the tender Varieties,
like Oravensteln, Mcintosh and Northern «?py; In larger containers, there ia a
grantor amount of shrinkage in transit which rasulta in a slack ..aok with
corresponding bruifltr? to the fruit, and to ovarcono this result of shrinkage,
the box permits a heaped busbud. anu as the cortanta shrin* fa transit, the top
and bottom boards of the box conform^ to the decreasing amount, ao that the
arrangement of apples within it in not disturbed anu the pack rert-ins firm; it
packs well in wagon, truck or ear and stacks well in limited 9paco; its size
raafces it mora convenient for many customers, thus a grower c ji get his brand
dlrootly to the oonrjusi-jrs; it carries advertisement well ar.d ia a more attractive
package; and finally, it has good reputation as an apple oontainor and is
favorably known in *11 first class tradw.
In spite of all its tllMftll features, it is not generally used in
Massachusetts. The reasons for this bein* that it fits onl.v the hiphost grade
of tender varieties for aeeaert trade; the oost of puoka>f,e, packing and handling;
is comparatively highi it requires skilled packer to pact which is hard to
A
obtain; ana being a gift package, there is no rebate. Furthermore, it is the
opinion of many growers of hirh quality apples that Massachusetts grown apples
have a reputation of* their o*n ana deserve a, distinctive paakare to c>ark them
from the out-of-Stats grown apples. The present produce box might prove to be
the future candidate as It can stand further possible improvements to nuke it
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fit for such a mission.
The Pomology Department of the Massachusetts Agricultural Collage
recommends that only Massaahusette standard fancy Orada apples of high quality
varieties ba packed In thlo atandard apple box* A possible exception aight ba
made In tha oase of perfectly high quality apples of full oolor but which ara
not large enough to go In tha standard Fancy Orada.
High quality varieties groan for a hoaa market trade nay ba packed In
tha atandard apple box with good financial results, particularly ahan theffruit
la fanoy and unuaually good and uniform. This la evident aa lower grades and
i
varieties that ar<s primarily cooking apples will not pay for the grower to go
Into the expense of oareful grading, wrapping and packing in the atandard apple
boxes, and the consumers can not pay a fanoy price for them.
There are a fe* individual growers In Massachusetts who are growing
strlot^high grade fruit of extremely high quality varieties and paoklng it with
great uniformity and care and who because of these and well directed advertising
are building up a fine reputation for their applet In ths atandard apple boxes,
and find an unlimited market for them. Hotably, among these growers f are a few
in Franklin county who hare developed a good loo*l market for their boxed
Mdlntoah and Hortharn Spy.
Growers in Massachusetts should spare no effort to maintain the high
standard of quality in attempting to uae the atandard apple box, for hlg£ quality
la the thing which the atandard apple box haa always stood for. The fruit should
ba grown under a well-planned orohard practice. In addition to this, the grading
and paoklng have to be properly done and the whole paokaga has to be made
efjuailficthons
attractive, without th&eeaUrlbutlonaji the atandard apyle box can not ba profitable
it any market. The success of the northwestern growers in using the atandard
apple box could bo attributed toi first, oara la token to produce and paok noth-
ing but the highest iiiality fruit % aeeond, because they have employed trained
packers to paok in a automatic and uniform manner; and finally, because not
only la the paoklng done by persons trained In this work, but/L auperrieed by
II
the association throuph which most of the lortheeetern fruit Is marketed.
The use of the standard apple box has been objected to In nose oases by
oonnlsslon men and fruit dealers. Sometimes it was duo to the fact that the
apples packed in it were not up to the standard of high quality or packing was
not properly dono, but it has not always been on acoount of these that they hare
based their objections and discourages ;nts toward the use of the standard apple
box on the growers part. In some oases it has been found that the Qomaissionmen
and fruit dealers hare bought applee packed in barrels and repacked thea In the
standard a^le boxes, thereby making iuite a profit for themselves*
Growers in the vicinity of Springfield, Macsaohusetts, hare been using
the fourte :n—quart peach basket an a eortainsr for apples. This hai proven to be
a fine package as it contains a convenient quantity of apples for a family to
purohaae and consume ere loss from deterioration starts. It has filled the long
felt want for a smaller package* But it has many defeote, such as being a poor
package for hauling to market and stacking in the retail market or retail store*
It has been the opinion of many growers that the standard half—bunhel farm pro-
duce box legalised by the state law, which is 18 2/8 inches in length, 16 2/8
inches in width and '< 1/16 inohes in depth - innide measurements - will be
destined to replace the fourteen- juart peach basket and become popular with
growers of high grade apples who are ottering to the roadside stands, fruit
stores, and retail-store trade* It la hoped that in the future, when it is
extensively used, it may in time become also a credit package like the standard
bushel produce box*
The four—quart, wire bale baskets are also oominr into common use for
'
fruit st md and roadside stand trades for the earlier varieties* Corrugated
paper packages, which are ideal for special and personal trade, are used by a
few growers, but not to any extend; oommjrolally* Their use will likely be
developed in the future for e^eoiail2«d markets. The cost of these corrugated
paper packages Is rather high at present* The stave bushel basket and the
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bushel hamper are attractive packages, but these are need to a greater extent
In other seet ions outside of Massachusetts.
A nee card board box, holding a bushel of apples, has Bade Its Initial
appearanoe in Massachusetts last year and It ie known as the "Flbo-paok" box*
It Is not used to any extent by groeers In Massachusetts, although John Connor*
e
retail fruit store In Boston has handled a number of then recently. This box
has a flaring south or top and the eorsr is olamped down on each side by means
of copper wire o lamps. But its non too rigid sides cause the contents to be
easily bruised during handling* Apples ean not be packed in it to advantage
either, due to its construction*
Packing Equipment and Materials and The Methods of Packing
Barrel - The apple barrel enployed at present is a standardized barrel both by
the federal and State legislation. The dimensions and oapaolty of the standard
barrel as defined by the Massachusetts law correspond to thoee specified by the
Federal law. The specifications of the Standard barrel as prorlded In the
Federal and State laws are} length of the stavos, twenty-eight and half inches;
diameter of heads, seventeen' and one eighth lnohes; distance between the heads,
twenty six inches; circumference of the tulge, sixty-four Inches, outside
measurement; and the thickness of staves should not be greater than four six-
teenth of an inch. Any barrel of a different form hawing a capacity of sewen
thousand and fifty eublo lnchaa could be used as a standard barrel*
The apple barrels are made from rarious kinds of woods, the more common
ones being elm, white gum, maple and birch. Oak makes a rather heary barrel and
is too expensive for common use. Hickory used to be employed for barrel material,
but it is too expensive to be used at present* Poplar ha* the advantage of being
light, but the wood is brittle and likely to give trouble during heading* Pine,
hemlock, and spruce are sometimes employed, but they are rather unsatisfactory as
harder woods are to be prefered, since they are stronger. Elm, Maple and birch
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ara rery satisfactory.
The heaas of the barrel are usually Bads from ths tame matsrlal as the
stares and come in two to four pieces. If the separate pieces Are held together
by aeans of staples , they are much Bore convenient to handle than If loose* tmm
hoops, sated rather than split, ara desirable for use* Split hoops are claimed
to be stronger, but saved hoops are certainly sore neat in appearance* Iron
hoops ars not *s coaaon in Massachusetts as in the other law Bndland States*
Wire quarter hoops hare been ueed by rroeers in the Eastern part of the State,but
their use is diminishing. It is claimed that wire quarter hoops fit more tightly
and do not break as easily as the wooden hoops* Hoverer, if the wire hoops are
broken or beoome untwisted at the joint, it is almost impossible to repair them
without special a luipoent*
Two grades of barrels are commonly made* The main difference between
these two grades lie in the kind of wood used and the workmanship* The first
graue of barrels ara Bade from better woods and more care Is exorcised in the
ssleotlon of ths hoops than in the second grade stock* The heads of the first
grade barrels are usually made from two or three pieces while those of the second
grade ara frequently ooaposed of four pieoes* Barrels of the first grade are
probably morj economical on the whole, as those of the seeond grade frequently
break and cause extensile loss in handling*
Barrels Bff usually ooopsrsd with six hoops, but eight hoops can be used
to Mfrmatmft for long distance shipping - foor quarter-hoope aro used instead of
the usual two. The double middle-hoops insure greater strength, as the usual two
luarter-hoops ara oftdn broken in handling and a barrel without quarter hoops is t
'
rery likely to be badly sprung. Purthsrmora, barrels fitted with double Quarter-
hoops ara mora solidly stacked on the bilge m they are prerented to a certain
extent from rooking.
The barrel
/
whan not ordered "knocked down* Is generally delirered to the
grower with both heads and all the hoops in place, but with none scoured by nails.
This premlts storing it indefinitely without the danger of warping. Barrels In
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this 8tate are usually In good supply, but some of them are rather Inferior in
quality. Host of the eupply has come from the local mills, with the exception
of a few oars of New York barrels shipped in at tines* The present oost of
barrels ranges from sixty-fire to seventy-fire cents per barrel*
Some growers buy the materials In ahooks and cooper the barrels up
theaselres. But the larger number of growers obtain their barrels from the
manufacturers already made up* To avoid poo*lble difficulty of obtaining
barrels, It Is always desirable to order them In adranoe of the time when they
are needed*
than large quantities of apples are to be handled in barrels* the beat
method of buying tho barrel* is to secure them "knocked down" In ahooks, that is,
staves, heads and hoops separate in oar lots* With a serviceable cooper outfit
and any out-building can be readily fitted for b j*rel making* A packape storage
room above a packing and storage house can also be flttei for this purpose*
Skilled workeis can be employed! but ordinary farm help oan also be easily trained
for this purpose with a fe* instructions co that they can work at barrel making
during winter months or other times when work Is slack on the farm* The aoV
vji tapes of barrel making at home aro that the stock can bo bought early in the
season and is easily stored and the prloe therefore Is usually cheaper than when
an order has to be plaoed in a hurry* The chance of being left without a stock
of packages ie also minimised*
The use of clean and bright packages for paoklng apples in can not be
too strongly emphasised, especially with the higher grades of apples. It is not
advisable to use second-hand barrels even for local market, and it la abeolutely
impossible to make a profit on apples shipped to distant markets In second-hand
barrels. A eeoond-hand barrel oan newer be made as clean as new ones. Applee
In general market when packed In second-hand barrels are often sold at a reduced
rate, nofc-with-stardlng the quality of the fruit. If second-hand batrelc must
be used, they should be carefully cleaned and used only for tee lower grades.
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lew barrels should always be ueed for the beet and eeeond beet grades.
Serviceable and adequate equipment and materials are lndeepensable for
pood packing. In barrel paoklng,* packing or grading table le an essential piece
of fixture ehether the paokln? ie done in the orehard or under cover. The canvas
or burlap-topped table as desorlbed under grading le bj far the better table for
use. Another table of a similar type whioh le three feet wide ana six feet long
and six inches deep «ith six inch boards around will be found oonrenient. The
sides and bottom of this table should be padded or the latter made of canvas or
burlap to lessen the danger of bruising the apples. A table of this sis* om be
mounted upon two oocenter's "saw horses" instead of baring rigid stationary
legs. The tray part of this table c-n be hung up oa the wall when not in use.
To save the time of the packer, it Is better to have the fruit graded before
packing starts. Swing-bail, half-bushel picking baskets, as desorlbed under
picking ,should be prorlded for loworlng into the barrels during filling.
There are many different naksrs of barrel presses on the market, but
mainly of two typesj the screw press and tho lever prean. The ty^e of the press
uoed to head the barrel is a matter of considerable importance since there are
two principles of construction involved, one of whioh is outstandingly superior
to the othor. Tho pressure in one ease is applied by means of a screw and in the
other by means of a lever. The screw press, shown in Pig. 8, although probably
slower in operation than the lever press, Iwi IT is eafer to use, ae it enables
the packer to head a barrel with the minimum amount of bruising. This is quite
evident because the pressure Is exerted as a steady force whioh adjusts the head
by degrees, and the sjvore ahook that usually accompanies the use of the lever
is avoided. Wher i the lever type of press le uoed it is not uncommon to see the
header Jum^ on the lever and bring the head into place with a crash, thus causing
severe bruise? and skin breaks of the apples in the top-layer.
There are two different styles of screw press, the circle follower and
the bar follower as shown in Fig. 8. The former ooncicts of a circular iron ring,
Fig. 6* - Barrel packing equipment*
Ko. 1. ^ore*-prees *lth olrols follo*^
Ho* S. 1ore*-pre8c: with bi,r folloeer
ifj. 3* "Steoaer* (small thinning shears)
No* 4. "False head", or padA6d follower
So. 5. A good tjpe of h&tohot for use in either barrel or
box p&oking
Ho. 6. Hard-eood hoop follower
Ho. 7. Corrugated , oard-board pad/oV head.
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fourteen Indies ia diameter, with two arahed orosoed Iron bare; and the latter
ooneiste mainly of a horizontal wooden bar that fits against the head of the
barrel. Ths circle follower Is an improvement over the old bar style follower,
as the former puts the pressure exactly where it Is needed, around the outer
portion of the head next to the chine. The olrole follower is therefore a better
one to use than the bar follower as It touches the entire circumference of the
head thus insuring its going down aoro evenly than the bar. Often times, in using
the bar follower, the oenter of the head, immediately befeeath the horlsontal bar
is forced half of an inch below the level of the croze in order to get the edges
of the head down into the orozej and the center often eprlngs back when the
pressure is removed, eat it has needlesely bruleed a great many applee on the
e
surface layer*
An attachment to the screw pros, which has been recently introduced,
consists of a platform on which the barrel rests when it is headed, but this
would be inconvenient for work in the orohard. Whan not equipped with such a
platform, the pros* hooks onto the bottom of the barrel by means of iron stripe
with hooked ends that extend down each side of the barrel. It hae been claimed
that this arrangement is undesirable as it is likely to break the bottom hoops as
the head is pulled into place, especially if the barrels are old or damp, thus
materially weakening the barrel for subsequent handling.
A "steamer 11 which is usually a side-cutting wire nipper ie necessary
for clipping off a portion of the stems from the apples, especially the long-
stemmed varieties, of the faee layer to awoid skin punctures of these apples as
the long stems, when not clipped short, often bend orer and pressed by the head,
of the barrel into the flesh of these apples. Furthermore, when the stems are
dipped short, the apples in the face layer will stay more stationary and rest
more evenly upon the face end, wobbling and buckling of apples in the face layer
therefore awolded. then fancy laoe olrole is employed, the chance of punctur-
ing this circle by the steas of apples in the face layer is also minimized.
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a
wtemmlng Is sometlmaa omitted in strictly oommaroUl work, however, when careful
work Is desired, thlo is indispensable. A pair of email thin In g sheare, as
shown in Fig* 8, will serve the purpose of a etemmer when the aide-outting wire
nipper is not available. Steaming should not be attested with ordinary knife
aa it la alaoit Impoatlble to avoid outting the skin of the apple with the point
of the knife ana thia injury would be as great aa any that could be made by the
atom itself*
To facilitate tailing, * heavy, round piece of board, thickly padded on
111 underside, slightly smaller than the barrel head, with or without a handle
on top, is universally employed and favored by growers In barrel packing. It it
known as the "f*lae-heAd", or "padded -follower". It it employed when the barrel
is nearly full for prying the applet down during racking to secure a level
surface on which to lay the "tail" or last layer of the barrel* It is fitted
into the head of the loosely filled barrel, and being held in place during the
rooking operation, it Caueee tha applea to settle with an even surface. Thia
"false- head" is applied to the full barrel if the "Jumble tailing" it uaodj but
when the barrel la "ring tailed", it la applied before the barrel la quite full*
A good barrel hatchet -should not be dispensed with for rapid and
satisfactory work* A serviceable one la ahown in Fig* 8* Light cooper*t hatohett
or shingling hatoheta are commonly employed and are quite eatlafuotory* Cart
should be taken to select a hatchet with a notch out in the throat for nail pulling
with the upper surface bevelled so ae to go easily underjthe head of a nail that it
already about one eighth of an lnoh or less out*
A small two lnoh thiok hardwood block, as shown in Fig* 8, known aa
hoop- follower" or cooper* a "driver" la sometimea employed to destribute the force
of blows and tave the hoops when being driven with a hatchet* It ia eaaier on the
hoopt and with oarelees packers it is perhapa abaolutely necessary that a driver
ahould be ueed* With owe, however, much rapid work can be done by us iff the flat
aide of the hatchet in drlying the hoope down into place*
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Racking plank of at least two inches thick for solidity, by twelve to
fourteen feet vide, and by eight feet long le especially neeeeeary to raek
barrels on when packing is dons in the orchard or on soft grounds. It will
enable better racking and also prevent the face end of the ole&n barrel from
being badly fouled with soil. It ought to be used especially for apples paeked in
the orchard intended for long dlsUnos shipment or export, as a firm paok le nowhere
yn<ier Conditions
more needed than tsAthess oomasl ens .
Rood stencils, ink and brush ars needed for satisfactory stenoilllng work.
Sothlng detracts more from and otherwise good paoklng mare than imperfect or
slovenly stencil work. The requisites for good stenoilllng work are good stencil
ink and a fairly stiff round stencil brush. The ink should be thin enough to
work freely Into the fibre, but not so thin as to run under the stencil even in
the direction of the fibre of the wood.
Liners, which ars stti^e of pliable wood, are usually made of the same
material as the hoope. Sim and gum-wood liners are most commonly employed. The
usual dimensions are six inches long and three-eighth of an inch in width. They
usually oomo in bundles. Liners, '•hen used, tend to prevent the heads from
springing out of the orose? when the paok le eubmltted to a severe strain. The
use of liners can not be too strongly recommended. They add greatly to the
strength of the heads and do not detract from the appearance when made of proper
material and^properly plaosd. The use of liners is especially important in
paoklng apples for the export trade and long distance shipment, where rough hand-
4
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llnr^JXi coted, though it is a good plan to use thorn In all barrel packing. The
liner- should be kept thoroughly damp while being used to avoid breaming and
splitting when bent to the curve of the heads and nailed.
Halls are another item that is essential in barrel packing work. Five-
penny, smooth nails are heavy enough for nailing through the hoops and the heads.
Three-and-a-half-penny nails »re also commonly employed for this purpose, but five-
Pig. 9. - Haad of * barrel with liners properly
placed. k»k represent the tvo liners.
Pig. 10. - The faoo of a parted barrel, showing the
fancy lace circle.
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penny ones are better, for nailing the head-liners, the ordinary itwt.ll hoop
nails are found satisfactory,** hoarier nails often cause the splitting of tho
liners*
Corrugated, circular, o^rd board heads and pads, just large enough to
fit into the head of the barrel, are used by practically all growers in packing
to reduce the aaount of bruising of the two end layers of apples caused by
pressing the head into place. The use of these paper heads or pads are especially
desirable for higher grades of apples* When these heads or pads are employed, the
apples on the ends are kept cleaner and brighter and also add to the attract lreneee
of the package* It glrss the purchaser the impression that greater care has
been used in tho packing* The ralue of this confidence won oan hardly be
estimated in dollars and cents, but without doubt, it has Its influence upon the
firloe and promptness of sile. Two pads ar; generally used, one is placed under
the faee layer and tho other orer the tall layer} if but one is used, it may be
placed on cither end, but it will serre tho purpose bast if plaoed error the tall
end, especially when the barrel is jumb*- tailed and exposed to the rough and
frequently uneven pieces of the head which out and bruise the fruit when pressure
le applied*
-to
Th3 plain papar cap is y similar affai r us tho corrugated pad, except
that it Is not corrugated* The papar cap may also be printed for advertising
purposes anu is designod as an additional protection* Excelsior cushions are
excelsior stuffed pads, but they are seldom used a^t they are more expensive and
hare no particular advantage orer the corrugated pads in ordinary packing opera-
tions*
The excelsior cushions ar .; ordinarily one inch to one and a half inches
in thickness. The manufootursrs claim that these cushions will not only prevent
bruising and keep the fruit bright and clean, but will also partlallyjobllterate the
unerenness of a poor tall layer, as these cushions are only used oa the tail endc
and keep firm by expanding, should the fruits tend to shrink* In spite of this,
barrels packed with suoh cushions la usually become slack when shipped to any
6?
groat distance or stored for any length of tine. If, however, a delicate and
easily bruised rarlety Is being packed for shov purpose*, such oushlone may bo
used to advantages.
Fancy lace olrole or collar Is sometimes employed when the quality of
the apples packed warrants Its use* It will undoubtedly increase the attrac-
tiveness of the face layer. Its purpose Is mainly ornamental* Willo the use
of fancy laoa olrole any be practical for the hlghor grades of fruit. It doss n
not often pay with the overage grad03*
The preparation of the barrel for packing Is one of the essential parte
In the packing operations* Successful pocking la more or loss dependent upon
the manner the barrel 1$ prepared* The barrel should be carefully examined and
properly proparad before attempting the actual paoklng.
Best barrels* as thay are raoalved from the coopers, are seldom nailed*
The heads and hoops are ali In plaoe and the latter are more or lees driven
aeon* The poorer head, If there is a difference between the two heads, should
be used for the face end as it will not bear as much pressing as does a good,
strong head. The face head i's usually nailed with six five-vanny nails,
evenly spaced ,by driving the nails through the first or end hoop at an angle
of about forty-*?ive degrees. Halls driven horizontally into the ends of the
pieces /"<""y up the head frequently spilt the wood and do not hold as securely
as when driven in a slanting downward direction through the first hoop. Six
fire-penny null.?, well placed till hold ike three or four piece heads in place
with the help of the two strlp-llnars. The use of more nails ie a waste and a
fourco of annoyanoe and losa of time to the nan who has to open the barrel —
especially nhen sometimes as many as twelve or fifteen nails are employed.
After the head is nailed in pla08, the two atrip-liners are tacked over
the ends of the pieces making up the head at opposite sides to prevent it
from breaking out of the arose* Oare ahould always be taken to see that the
liners run at right angles to the grain of tha head, and it ia neooaeary that the
liners support the end of each plooo that makea up the head as shown in Fig.SU
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Liners should never be omitted. Four to five small hoop n^lls evenly spaced are
enough to hold eooh llnsr In place. The nail points, If projeetlng on the outside,
ahould he clinched to avoid Injury to the handler's hands.
The quarter hoops, after being driver, down firmly, ar? usually nailed
with four three-ponny nails to each hoop, driven iBv, In a slanting downward
direotlon at opposite sides of ths barrel* All the exposed nail points inslds of
the barrel should always be cllnohod smooth as thsy are apt to injure the apples
seriously In the proosssss of racking .r-xi pressing* Too frequently one or two
nail points ars left unolinehed because the packer is In a hurry, and become* one
of the minor oau3es of the general complaint of the purchaser.
Vhsn stencilling work is done after looking, it has been found convenient
to mark with a pencil the necessary remarks near the chime on the fmM snd to
ivoid eonfusion vhsn stencilling Is done liter — especially when packing Is done
in the orchard*
facing is important In barrel paoklng* To quite an appreciable extent
the pries that ths barrel brings depends upon ths appearance of the face-layer*
This fj.ee, probably mors than anything else, hao led to ths all too common
pr&ctimt of selecting ths choicest fruit for facing and filling up the middle of
the barrel with an entirely different grade* Experienced buyers are not greatly
misled about the contents of the package by the faoe layer, but still it has its
influence. The advantages of honest and proper fusing are two fold. First, it
legitimately increases the attractiveness of ths pack and draffs ths attention of
the preppectlvo buyers more readily than if there were no order of arrangement;
second, by carefully plaolng the apples evenly over the surface of the end and
reenforoed by "epottere" in the second layer, each apple In the bottom shares an
equal amount of the pressure of the head and the amount of bruising is thus
reduced to a minimum, which sill occur If applee were carelessly Jumbled at the
face end of the barrel.
The chief objections to the practice of facing ie that of over- facing
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by employing only those apples of superior else, color and quality In the face
layer to defraud und mislead the buyers. But due to the fact that the trade
expects and customarily demands an attractive pack the better eolored apples of
uni forte size ana quality may be plaoed in the faoe layer, but the general
quality and size of these faeers should oonform to the grade of the remainder in
the barrel* In other words, the faoe layer should oonolots of apples fairly
representative of the content i in the barrel as required by the State grading and
packing lav* Dishonest facing is usually detected and destroys the confidence of
the buyers, while honest facing gives the buyer confidence in the whole pack and
facilitates inspection*
The most important point in facing is that the apples in the faoe layer
should be veil arranged* This really counts more than trying to place in the
fi.ee layer, only the best apples in the barrel* The facers should be taken out
from the general run of tha grade to be packed, but ahould be fairly uniform in
size and color, as apples uniform in size and color make a much more attractive
face than those lacking in uniformity. Since to over-faoe is prohibited by tha
State grading and packing la* and an undesirable practice, it ia a good business
polioy and perfect^ ju.itlfi <SU>le to arrange the facers truly representative of tha
grade in tho face in as attractive a manner an poasible.
Prior to facing, the barrel with the head of the face and nailed ia
turned over and tha two upper hoops of tho tall end are loosendd and the head of
the tail end is taken out. A oorrugatea paper head or pad is *>ut into tha
bottom of the barrel with tbs corrugated side down. Printed paper cap and lUoe
circle when used are placed on top of tho corrugated pad* The barrel is now
placoa on a racking plank if packing ia done in the orchard.
Apples in the face layor are always plaeeu with the stem ends down in
concentric rings as this not only adds to the attractiveness of the shown aurfaoa
but also affords a broader bearing surface against the faoe end of the barrels
and thus tends to lessen bruising*
Tho number of applea in each ring, the number of rings, and the number
'iO
of applet In tho center deyenda ujion the aisoa and ehapae of a^los employ od.
Aa a general rule, whan the a^lee of the face l&yor are uniform In also and
shape, thora ahould be six apples lean In e.u>h of the auncaudin.r ringo sWting
from the outenDoat ring, Thla arrangement la known aa the regular* fate. There
are four regular foooo tliat e .n be employed. In aooordaneo with the different sites
of a^^laa uaed, thich contain IS, 16, 16, and 18 apples respectively followed by
0, 8, 10, and IS In tho second ring and 1, 3, 4, and 6 In the third ring or. tartar.
Ip all theso fcur rugular faces, the outer ring Bay contain one more apple than
those giran above, na/coly, 13, 16, 17 and 19 respectively, without detracting from
the general appearance of the faoe and at the n una time may facilitate the tork
of facing. It is desirable tlut theae regular faces be ueod when possible a« thty
add to the appaararoe of the pack.
Aisles in tho fac; lay^r should fit tightly. Luck of firmness la one of
tha moot oomnon faults with tho face layer. It aerloual;/ detracts from the
appaararoe of the ^ok. Difficulty la ofton experienced in get tin/; a firia fact
layer but this is readily overcome often tir.aa by taking advantage of the faot
that apples ara scarcely symmetric il in their transverse diamotara. Thus, apples
Can be made to fit tightly in the faoe laytv by turning one or mora apples ao
that their longer uiametera ara in line with tho ring. On tho othor hand, it la
often poaniblo to wedge the apples in too tightly and when this ia done, one or
two apples aro apt to BbucK/e during tho process of racking.
Practically all growers, in barrol packing, use tho "single f*co,"
consisting of one fioa layerj hut oooioionally growers use the "double faoe,"
eapaoially for thoir extra fancy apples and exhibition barrels by arranging another
as
layjr of apples in concentric rings ilka in tha firat layer. In the double faoe,
the second layer 13 sometimes arranged in concentric rings with appltt paoked on
their ohooka. In strict commercial work thia ii of coarao Impractical. Practically
all growers in commercial pooling use the single face.
then the barrel ia single faced, a bttter plan ia to place the applea
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In the second layer on their cheeks, with the colored oh auks downward, if the
raristy used is colored, filling the cawlties of the praoeeding layer. Apples
thus plaaed in the saoond layar are know as "Spottare", and will show through the
oaTitiss formed between apples of tha first layer, And thus add to the appearance
of the faoa lay^r fhen the packed barrel is rareraed and the head in taken out.
Theaa "spottara" also kaep the apples of the face layar In place when the remainder
of the stock i8 poured into tha barrel. Tha double f»c ; han no adT:*ntage oror
tha single faoa and only tends to ornate a falsa impranion of tha rott of the
contents and also reprefianta a waste of time.
A^plas salactod for the f*ce layor ihould have their sterna clipped short
with a ateramar or small thinning shoaro and should bo lowered into tha bottom of
the barrel and pourad out gently by tiding the basket. To arop thu apples in
carolooaly raoulta in bruising.
Aft8r tha barrel is faced, the filling ^rooesi commences. Two methods of
filling the barral aro oomr.only aaployad a? thoy nuke it possible to lowar the
fruit into tha barrel with a minimum amount of bruising. Fillinr i« usually
aaaomplishod by the aid of a oanTua or burlap apron attaohoa to tha end-uallvary
table or peaking bin of a mechanical aizer, but a better ruathod is by the use of
the 3*ir.g-b *il, half-bu^hal baakat which can ba lowered era fully in tha barrel
and partly emptied.
fhara tha ont^deliwary inolinad table is uaod or »hero a sizing machine
la employed, tha apron attachmant ia oftan employed, but sher i tha fruit is
amptiad from fiold aonuinera onto canvas or burlap-topped W>lo ^na la graded
dirootly into half-bushel b^kets, it la emptied diractl.v from these baskets into
the barrel. Either method could be su,tisf wotorily employed if the packer
employs a rationale amount of o>*ro.
Apples should narar bo nuue to faoo, during the prooean of filling, eren
ft few inches into tho barrel, espaclally with the moro delicate T,*rietieT,alight
bruiaaa, Oa,uaed by dropping tha apples at a distance of cren a few inches into
the barrel, may rot be immediately parceptible; but, narertheless, the tissue has
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been injured and, in the course of a r«e <Uye, the Injurco area, will show and
often ;lres start to doo^y ehloh will eventually rosuAt In a slack pack and severe
bruising.
-
A barrel, in adultion to being oarofully filled, auot be tightly paoked
so that shrinkage *nd handling in transit or storage will not cause a slaok pack.
Racking must be thoroughly done to insure a tight paok* Racking consists of
rocking a barrel bauk and forth In a sharp, Jerky manner to oause a forced
settling of the apple* in the barrel. A racking plank should aleays be used to
Insure thorough racking when packing is done In the orchard. Its use Is es^ool&lly
Insisted upon ihen apples are packed in b*rroln in the orchard for oxport. Export
brokers, 'horn th-3 wrltar has had a chance to interview on this subject haTo all
Talced their opinion that successfully packod barrels for export trade aro those
that hare beon racked on mora solid foundation than the noft ground in the
orchard.
Racklnr should be done only a ft Mr about a buohol of apples has been
poured in upon ths face layer. To defer the process of raokin.r until a bushel of
apple3 has been placed on the face layer is to Insure that there is sufficient
weight upon the face applas so that racking will not Jar thorn out of their
positions.
To inauro a tight pack, raoking aunt bs repeated aftor each half—bushel
basket full of apples la emptied into the barrel until it Is nearly full. To
facilitate the proceed of tailing tha barrel, tho padded falos head Is generally
employed. IV the firul racking with tha aid of this false head, much success oan
be attained by a long heary stroke from side to side, the operator bearing firmly
upon the falae head with hio forearms, until tho fruit is well settled in place
and a larel surfaoe obtained.
Under no circumstance should a grower or paokor omit the process of
raoking and resort to or or filling as a mesas of esouring a tight pack. Many
barrels, filled so full as to bruise er even split the apples at the time of
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heading, turned out later to be alack. Pressing an overfilled barrel eaueee aevar
s
bruising all through the pack, but does not result In a thorough settling of the
fruit. By thorough raoking combined with light but sufficient proving even such
delicate v*riotiea as Mcintosh, Horthern Spy and Or^venatein could be successfully
Mi
packed in barrels, stored and reach lw» tho final destination tirht and in perfsot
condition.
Before presiing the head into plaoe, it is important to huve a level end
layer so that the pressure fill be distributed e ually over the entire surface
and not oonfined to a fe* projected spots. This prooono is commonly known as
"tailing off11 , and it ie said to be ninety percent of the art of good barrel
packing, and a 3Uprera3 tent of the packur'o skill.
Tailing is usually done in ons of the t»o waysj either by roughly level-
ing off the high placer? or by arranging all the apples expoaod ut tho tail end of
the barrel into oonoentrio rings iimilar to that of the face layer. Tho former
practioa Is oommonly known an Jumble tailing", and the letter as "ring tailing".
Jumblo ta.il in" -?hould not be used tith the better gradon and delioate varieties,
an the ohanoe of bruising i3 mora than when ring tailing is used.
The ring tailing is uaul to inoroaee ths attract ivaneo-» of ei. acially
bet tar grades, and it also enable -i the grower to make a tipht pack without injury
from the pressure of the hoad. The applu3, in the ond layor, in ring tailing,
are mithor placed with the otem er.do up or on their oheoks, but many growers use
the latter arrangamant, especially fhan tho final racking has loverea the paok
a little mora than dasirea.
i
The height of the ond laysr Varies aoeording to tho Variatios packed,
the thoroughness of racking anu the distance to bo shipped. Opinion or this
Varies in different localities and with different packers. Varieties like
Russet and Bon Daris sill generally stand more pressure thun tender varieties like
Oravensteln, llolntosh and Northern «?py. In general, the height of the end layer
above the chine of the barrel. Varies from half an inch to one and half inches,
as far as could bo ascertained in commercial packing. Howev r, when racking Is
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thoroughly done, a height of half an Inoh abowe tho ehlme of tho barrel is
sufficient sren for export. Orer-^ra-iilng is almost unawoldabla when the end
layer projects too f*r abowo the chime of the barrel, ana more slaok barrels hare
resulted from orer—pressing than from any other cause. Only with thorourh rack-
ing ooula ower—pressinr be avoided.
To prevent the end layer from bruising, another corrugated head or pad
is generally placed with the smooth side down between tho hoad and the snd
layer* In preying the head into the ero~e, the first hoop is usually removed
and allowed to hancj againet the ?orew of the pro-n and the esoond hoop is
loosen 3d.
To asTist the head in going down, a few well direotod light blowe or
tape with the hatchet on thj covjr edges, as they start to plnoh against the
insiae of the stores, 19 considered indispensable. He^ry pounding, a* in sone-
A
times dona by careless pdekor, is unnjco.iij.ry ana Causes bruising of apples in the
4
tail laVsr.
As soon as the head is foroud into tho oraae, the saeord hoop is tightened
and tho first hoop repliced* letting the hoops is so: et lutes neoe ;o .ry to avoid
their slipping b±3k. The fir.it hoop, head, and the strip liners are nailed in a
similar inunnsr as dismissed under the preparation of the barrel for packing.
Amount of barrels that could be packed by a packer doponds upon* the akill
of the packer; whether th.3 fruit is well graded or not before brought to tho
pad 3r| and the siae of apples to bo paoksd. A good barrel packer can usually
,,ack on tho average of fiftemn to ttonty barrels dayj if tho fruit in wall graded
and of medium siae, the average should be nearer to twenty barrels a day. Ikny do
aonsiderably les tfun this beevisa thay attempt to gr.»ae as thoy pack. For rapid
packing in sithsr barrel or box, fruit should always be well graded beforehand
to aavo the p-ek^r'a time.
In atanoilling work, the neoess*ry ataterasnta, as required by the *tate
grading and packing law, are usually marked on the head of the f*oe end of tha
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barrel • The order of tho statements, a* demanded by the law on closed packages,
Is as follow*! rune of "tato in which the applas were grown; legal designation
of the grades the minimum size of a^los In the package} quantity of contents
expraased In term of volume or weight In pounds! the true none of the variety land
the name and address of the packer or repaokor.
The grade of apples contained In the barrel should be indicated by the
term "standard" for the three 8*^ndard grades but when the applse packed are
msant to be marketed as ungraded, the tons "Standard" should not be used*
State Inspectors, In the earlier days when the grading and packing law was juet
pasjjd, have had considerable trouble with growers who havo used the tern
Standard" In marking their ungraded apples.
Sines there are no size requirements with the exooptlon of tho "Standard"
Fancy" grade, tho minimum si*os of apples of t.ho other grados in a barrel should
always be giTsn. The weight in pounds of apples in a barrel varies with the size
and variety of apples contained! it has been found convenient t,n use the term
"One Standard Barrel" to designate tho volurao. Tho truo naiaa of tho Variety
packed should be given, that is, the name by which the variety is known on the
market, then the Variety packed is not known the expression "Varioty unknown"
should be used. A correctly marked head of the barrel is shown in Pig. 11.
The law furthor requires th.*t only block lettors and figures of u size
not les? than thirty—six point flothio or half an inch in height be usad. There is
the least posiible work In stencilling tho head of the barrel, a consideration that
rauot not be overlooked shero a quantity of barrels art handled.
Barrels paokod in the orchard, when not shipped away immediately, should
be brought under cover. A packed barrel that in exposed to more th*n the slightest
showor, or to alternate sunshine and shower, is almoot certain to go slack in a
comparatively short time. In addition, it loses the fresh appearanoe of a paokaga
that has been protected as it should be. If growers are provided either writh
common or cold storage, it Is advisable that as soon as the barrels aro packed,
Fig* 11* - A correctly stencilled barrel heud, bearing
the requires/ statements In the right order
as demanded by the State grading and masking
law on olosed paskages*
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whether In the packing house or in orchard, that they should be stared at onoe In
the coolest poi'iblo plana above free*ing point*
Packed burrel.i l* hold In otorage for any length of time
;
should bo
placed on their sides. This method of stroking prevents the fruit In a barrel
from bearing the weight of other barrels, ue the package itself bears the wsight,
ar.d prevents a^les in the package fro/a becoming sluck. Barrsln uro also stacked
on their aides in a oar lb transit. The mn.it popular and pnrhape the most
Satisfactory method of H^tl%|| in a ear in transit It known as the "Alternating
straight" stack , and oculd also be unatX in etoruge with a little modification.
This oethod of stacking in a Ca,r is start sd by placing two rcws of three
barrels each, end to end , across tha o-.r which lo^yss a space of about half the
length of a barrel at the end of the rows. The 32aond lay;r is then started by
placing x row of threj barrels on toy of tLe first tso rows but starting fro«
the Oivo-sits side of tho o r and covering the Open s^aoe between the ends of the
ro»3 below arid the side of the car. The reiaaindar of ths oar is loaded in the
same Way, alternate layers beinf started from cj^osite slues of tha oar. Thaa
fcrn3 lone channels along tb.3 walls, lengthwise of the o*r, which serves as fluss
for the circulation of air to k3»p the fruit- in the barrels cool. An additional
advantage ii derived from this method, j.a the Ailga of one barrel does not rest
directly upon the feilge of anoth.r, but rcot3 in the hallo? epaco over the ends
of four barrels.
The Standard
,
A^ile Box - This box, which is used by the Northwestern
growers in ship, ing their apples in, is a standard box for apples in Massachusetts
by the law. The dimensions and oapaoily of this standard a^plo bcx as
specified by the law urei eighteen inches in length, eleven and half inches in
width and ten and half inches in depth, In sido raeaiurer-ontn, without distention
of its parts, and shall have u capacity of not loss than 8,173^ cubic Inches.
It has been found that, when the box la properly packed and givan a
bulge of threa fourth of an lnoh on both top and bottom as desired, these bulges
7?
equal approximately an extea half lush in ttepth of the box without abstention
of its parte, and its Capacity is increased by approximately 104 oublo inohoe,
or about flro pereont, giTing a total oapaolty of £,"77 oubio inches. "Inoe
the TTnited State* bushel oontalns a ,150*4;,! oublo inches, a properly p*okod
tanOard apple box, with threj fourth lnoh bulge on top and bottom, contains *
about 1*06 bushels* A box of different dlmjnsion-j, or Of a different oapaolty
Is not a standard box, but aoula be used for paaklne apples of the standard
grade for salo and distribution*
Hood box material should be strong, straight grained, with grain
running oroaswine, frea from knots and should not impart ordor to the fruit*
Spruce is usually considered to be the best nutsrlal for box nuking, and is
renerally used in the lorthweat. In Masn vehusetts and other Few England States,
native White Pine is commonly employed, but it has boon found that the top and
bottom boards then made of this material are too easily broken.
The dimsnsiono of the ends, aides, tops and bottoms, and ola.ts ara
more or leas standardised through usage and cannot be changed to my extent.
The aimsnolons of these parts are! £ end places each, £ x 10"x llf "|
8 side piaoao each, x IS 1/?;" x 19 */2"t 8 top ana bottom pleooo e ,oh
l/A* or yi6« x 5 1/2" * 19 l/2"i * cleats each, 3/8" x 2/A* x 11". It la
r.sc ass -r; that the top and bottom boards be nude of thin aatarial in order to
aoeomoda'.a the bulget while the sides should be sufficiently strong to prevent
any chance of a aide bulge, which is an undesirable feature in a box pack*
The sides, ho-werer*, should not bo heayy, us unnecessary weight detraota from
the general utility of the box and adds to they6oat of material*
Tho boxes ara usually bought "knocked down" in snooks, the tops,
bottoms, ends, aides and ola.ts being bundled aaparately* This has been found
to be a most satisfactory method of purohasinr and the box luaterials can be put
together during rainy weathar before the season opena* It la not a difficult nor
a long process to nail them together In the packing house, shed, or other out-
bulldingo, and they occupy so much less room, that It is considered to be the
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preferable way to order than already nailed up by the manufacturer. The prioe
per box In the ehooks ranges from twenty-soven and half oents to thirty-five
cents, f. o. b.
The side^hen it oomes in two pieces, should be tongued and proved, and
the end whan not of a single piece should cone joined with iron cleats to Insure
solidity* The top and bottom boards usually come in separate pleoes,that is,two
separate pieces for the top and two for the bottom — the separate pieoes making
then more elastic. Thare arc two separate cleats, which are sometimes made of
gum wood, for the top boards and two for the bottom boards, at each end. Cleats
are necessary on every box, and the values of cleats ars thres fold; namely, to
strengthen the too and bottom pieces which are apt, otherwise, to split and break
When nailed; to protect to some extent the bulge on top aim bottom when the box
is packed, pressed, and nailed, as the bulge has a tendency to push the thin
bomrds over tta nail heads; and finally, to enable dealers to open the box for
display or inspection without injury to the cover. The new stylo top ana bottom
oavJwoome\ in s ingle pieoe with oleats gluad on the t»o septette boards that
naJte up the top and bottom cover. These new style covers are well liked by those
who haV2 used them.
Hutev3r wood is ussd for box notorial, tho parts that make up the box
on
should be sell finished as at leastAone side, and sometimes box could be eeoured
from the manufacturer with both sides smooth*
A box maker with proper equipment Can work very rapidly, making 400 to
500 boxes a day* Many professional box nufcars in the Northwest can make 700 or
more per day* To attain this speed, it is neoessary to have a box-farm or box
nailing bench as shown in Pig* 18, to hold the ends in position while the sides
and bottoms are being nailed on. A suitable hatchet, like the one discussed in
barrel packing, is essential for efficient and satisfactory work*
In using the box-form or mailing bench, one side should be nailed to the
two ends first; then the bottom, followed by the remaining side. The box is
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turned In the for* after actoh pieae is nailed on*
It Is v;ry essential that tho boxit^ soourely iuae up to Oarry tha fruit
nil in shipping by freight or express share rough handling ie expected. The
hast nails for this purpose are the ai*-penny cement-coated or roesin^d box
nails* Thay hold muoh better than the smooth or corrugated naile* Reports of
meehan'oal testa made by the tlnited States Testing Huohine, at Jktortewn Arsenal,
Witertown, HaaTaohusatts, on June 30, 1908, and August 5, to 18, 190S, hare
shosn that sixpenny sized, cement-coated nails give one half to tto thirds more
adhesive resistance poser in pounde th*n tho oommon smooth ru»ilo of the rt*ma
size* TbiJia oenent^ooated or roesined box nail3 can be bought *y^ti» kegi at
prices rangin?; from four dollar-? to eight dollar3 por keg, according to the
size of thi; kega*
Tho numb 3 r of nalla required to tho box la usually thirt;*-two* Four
nails aro used at aj.oh end of the side of the box, slth tho null xt eaeh and
half an inch from th9 edge* Hhen the 3ide ccnu.5 in two pieesa, tongued and
ground, a nail shuula Is urlvon close to -iaoh cide of ths Joint-3ix nails are
used shan the aide corsai in three piac33. In nailinr the bottom four nails are
employed at each 3rd and driven throurh the cleat and the bottom boards into the
and. fhculd the oleats shos a tendency to split, it Is a common ^raotioe to
S3t them .When boxes are auue of rood lumber and properly nailed *ith cesiant-
auated rails, ths growers ne3d not hesitate to ship them by freight, and siring
them for export Can also bo dispensed slth*
For rapid and efficient sork in packing, a box p coking table is an
eaaentlil and necessary pisae of p^cltlnr equipment. A most convenient one^shioh
la easily made is sbovn In ?ig* 3, shioh is the same table described under grad-
ing for box packing* This table is mora shallos and holds feser apples than the
canvas or burlap-topped t.ble for barrel packing. In using this box-packing
table, 11 Is desirable, in order to secure the best results, that the apples to
be packea, be graded for color, blemishes and size, slth or without ths aid of a
Fig. 18. - Bos-nuking banoh, or bo*-fora.
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mechanical slaar before going to the table, fith trained box ^oker, apples
can be brought to tho table ungraded, and tho packer gradea as he packet but,
ho aarer, It would ba better to hare the apples sorted for oolor and blemishes
beforehand and lsare the sizing to be done by the packer, as eren the best
paokar Is apt to Inolude fruit that Is lacking Is oolor or baring other defeots
In the "l&ncy* or "A* grade box.
With regard* to sizing, an ex^srianoed packer oan oizo as ho packs with
surprising aocuraoy. Tha eya can be trained to pick out readily the rarlous
sixes only through Ion?: ^ractlee. It has bean often eaid that those with long
exyarienoe In barrel packing seldom ra»kc good box packers, alnoa It la dirfloult
for th3» to adjust, themoalres to th-j closer grading and a consideration of eaeh
separate fruit.
Two packers oan pack to good advantage at one of these box tables which
is provided with two slanting box rants, especially when thu ifplea hare bsen
sorted for oolor and blaminhes, but not sizad, or roughly slz>>d, before brought
to the table* Ona may pack a certain size while the other la packing some
other size, thus keying the table fairly well cleaned off.
In ordar tc hall on the oov r on the packed box, a box press is Indis-
pensable. There arc many types of Vostero box presses. But the two most common
ty^es which hara giren satisfaction, are the "Horse shoe clutch" type and the
baila type #hioh are shown in Pig. 13 and Fig. 14, raepaotlraly* Manjjothar types
of box prasea3 ara, howerar, equally effooient and oonranlant* Tha essential
points of construction of any box press being! to rest the bo x on the ends so
that whan th3 to* is lullad down the bottom is free to bulgei and also to catch
and press down the top pieces from tho ends so that a minimum amount of bruising
will result*
The use of box lining papers is certainly to be recommended* Linaing
papers sot only haap dust and dirt out of the box after It has been packed and
nailed, but also add much to the attract ireneds of the boxed fruit. Lining paper
la made oomnonly from unprinted newspaper otook, oommonly known as "fhite news"
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Thie paper can be purehaeed of an; *holaaa.le paper daaler. It Is light, white,
ela^n and reasonable in cost. Tha convenient Is eighteen Inchon by twenty-
four inches*
Tha box is llnad on the bottom sidea *nd top with t*o aheats of lining
p^P^r* Ho lining ps»p.jr is placed *t the and?. Thena two ahecta of lining paper
are nL*asd to that the* ovorwlap about an lnoh in the bottom of the box and
oovar tho two sidea with enough left to fold vrir a little bayond the center
IttM thu box ia picicad* To prevent tho pipera, along tha lower edge of the box
'4hara tha aidaa aaat lie bottom, from tearing when the bulge ia forced oat of the
bottom, a ioh sheet of the lining papur io creased fire or six inch is from the end*
A double create is aomotimoa made by fir«t folding tho end of tho paper over the
required five or aix inoliaa and irroase, and than folding thlo doublad atrip orer
three; eighth or ona half of an inch in the aa/sa Jay an.i erca-ia again, either
of these methods io satisfactory, fba or ;aaas lie aeroso tha cornars of the box
and ^rovJdaa for ample alach. Footing ona hundred boxaa till need approximately
seven urd fc.l? to eight pound? of lining pup an?*
Lay. - boards ara flexible paper curd boards which rrera formorly employed
between each layer of appla* in a box. 51th the advent of tha diagonal pact aa a
sola commercial ;iucfc, more *olid pack cun ba put up with these layjr boards left
out better lay.rs* The general practice at present ia to place ona ghcot on the
bottom i*iid anothar on top inside of the lining pupcra. Layer boards thua placed
prevents tha top and bottom boards from oh^fin,^ tho appl3rj while tha box ie being
nallad and during storage and shipment, fhe lining papara together with these two
layir boards afford a duet-vroo? package.
Th3 convenient aize of thia layer board ia alaTon by eighteen inohee.
Tha miterlal should be of 1 flexible and absorbent nature and of raodiun weight.
Colored nunila tag-boarda arc commonly used for thia purpose. Approximately,
sixteen pounds of layar boards ara neadad for the packing of one hundred boxes*
The uaa of wrapping paper for individual apple in box packing possesses
ouny valuable features which o*n not be overlooked. Apples that are wrapped add
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greatly to the oluraater of the pack. Wrapped apples o*c be sere easily and
firmly p*e*kad th*n t%« mru^yod ayyleg. In aaaltion, * box of "traced a^lea
conveys an impression of greater .-are fairies? In packing. Wru^ora further eerre
as cushions between ap, lea and protoet tho ipptafl against bruitlag ana discolor-
ation tfcit nuy ra-ult fr;iw rough handling in transportation, tracer ha3 also
been found to rst^rJ ihrlroll ir.g and add to the valuo of the fruit by ^reserving
lte attractiveness and appearance.
Investigations oor.ducted by La»>?on of Re* Hampshire "tite Agricultural
College experiment stitior. In 190C; Powell and Hilton of th« Bureau of Plant
Industry, TT, |« D. A., In 19031 ana Eustace and Be±oh of the Iowa "Hs,te
Agricultural Collage experiment station in 1909 have sho'Tn that the kosping
quality of the apple la affected by the uoe of the wrapper?. It has been found
by these Investigator" that the wrapper Hay influence the keeping reality of the
fruit in several different ways. It exter.de the life cf the fruit beyond its
normal period by retarding the ripening pretest • The influerce of the wrapper in
thin regard is apparent, especially ftt the end of the norral season of the naked
fruit when the fleoh begins to grow nealy frcn over—riper ess. At thi? time the
wrapped apples may be firr and remain in ^rirae condition for 'jevor^l *o:fcs or
even northr. The tripper is especially useful In extending the s**acr> of e*rly
•IsttT varieties, or In caking the long keeping Vurietiso available for 'i«e over
a still longer period of time.
The wrapper aoy al"?o be useful in prev-jr.tlr.g the transfer of rot from
one appla to another. If the fungus i-j ct.pable of growing in tho storage tempera-
ture, it is not. likely that the wrapper retards ite growth; but *'ben tho t] ores
develop, they are confined within the wrapper and their deosimination Is
difficult or impossible.
wrapping paper should be light but ctrong; it fctypt either white or
ligh±-co lured, but ia must bo absorbent en one side and glared on the othor. The
absorbent siao Is plaaoa next to the apple to absorb any moisture given off by
the fruiti and the glased surface on the outside prevents the entrance of moisture
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Light m»r lJLu y+ysr as well as thin ti^oo paper are commonly employ od for this
The wrapping papers oome In different sizes. The common sizeB are nine
inches by nine inches, ten inohee by ten Inches, and eleven lnohes by eleren
inches. The tan Inches by ten lnohes else Is sultabls for medium and larger
apples, and tho nine inches by nine inohes size for smaller apples. 4 supply of
all the three sizes should be kept on hand for convenience* ^one growers hare
t! cir brands or trade namaa printed upon the wrappers for advertising purposes.
Approximately, fifty pounds of vrappors are needed for packing one hundreu boxes.
friars arc usually pl^oad with the glased sides up in a hod. which la
gor.8r*lly made of galvanized sheet iron. Tha construction of tha hod anu its
position on tha box are shown in Pig. 15. The hod is sometimes mads of wood, to
facilitate the picking up of the wrappers , half of an apple is often mounted on
the edge of tha up^er side of the hod to wet the miuule finger of the ^aakerle
left hand. A rubbar stole is sometimes worn on the mldale finger of the loft
har;d to facilitate the picking up of the wrappers , in place of tha piece of *pi-le
on the hod.
To wrap an apple attractively and rapidly requires practice. In
wrapping an apple, a sheet of wrapping papar is plokad up with the left hand.and
at the 3c.net lms with the right hand an apple la ploked uy from the packing table.
The apple is fairly tossed into the eentar of the paper on its side, if it la a
if
aids puck , or on its end with calyx end to the palm,/ it le« an end pack. With
the right band the packer drows in the eornera of the paper, and then with a
slight rolling mot lor: completes the wrapping. In so doing, the wrapped apple le
laft In tha left hand in the proper position to be packed in the box. The methods
of wrapping v*ry with different pickers, but the main points sought for are speed
and a neat and attractive appearance whan wrapped.
Three aystams or styles of pack have besn uaad and until recently
advocated In the fastern box pucking districts. These are known as the off-set*
,
"straight" and "diagonal" styles of pack. At present the diagonal style la
71? • 15 i — Showing the oonntruotion of
position on a box*
the hod and its
7ig. 16. - The r*riou3 stylos of jaoketfo.l, the Off-eet|
So. 8, the •*?tr<*ighti Jo. 3, the "SOS* diagonals
So. 4, the diagonal*
N
practically the only one eaplcyed in commercial packing. The off-sat style has
been di3caried a» apples fucked in this »*j are apt to work loose In the pack;
and beside? apples ^a,eked tMj lay present too many empty spaces alonr, the sides
on the f»ee of the package to the critical buyer.
The diagonal 3tyla of ^ok ia preferable to the straight style of p*ok
as th3 foraier permits a wider variation in the slae of the u^i'les. In the straight
style of pack
(
the applrsa muat be more clftcoly slaed Ma uuifom in order to fit
exactly. The diagonal otyle of ^ok ilao permits of more or I399 i>re«?nin?; with-
out brui^im;, at? the *9fl« in the diagonal ,>ack rests in the carter of the epaae
for.uud between two or four appl33 in the l^y.r below. In the straight pack, each
apple is place* dlreetly ovsr the othar; thus, when the top is pressed and the
cover is nailed on, * osrtiin amount of bruising is sure to happen eren with
only a alight presuura. How-jvor, with a few sizes of apples, straight pack is
necessary.
Under the diagonal ejyle of pi.ok, there arj mainly two klnun *hich are
most commonly employed in commercial wort; riiaoly, the *W and the "t>-g"
diagonal style 0" pj.aka. These t »o kinds of diagonal packs t Jte c*re of ull
sizes ooomonly used in the 3t.xna.Ard apple box packing. The diugonal
styls includes all apples vhlch arj larger Ibas five across the end of the box.
In cthsr words, when four apples of the same size fit side by aide across the
•nd of the box, or four apples fit loosely and the fifth ona will not go in, the
stylo of pack io diagonal. Five h yers of apples ara p.eedeu to fill the
box when thio style Is employed.
The "8-K" diagonal style inaludes all apples larger than four across
the end of the box up to and including three fitting loosely across the end of
the box. Ir. other surus, when three ap^-lso of the oarae sl*e fit loosuly aorose
the end of the box, side by side, and the fourth one will not fit in, the style
of pack is diagonal. Four Luyors of apples are needed to fill the box
when this style la eaployea. The "3-e" dlagonul style of pack takes care of
medium and small apples, *nd the e-fi" diagonal Is for medium and large apples.
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The straight paek Is uvea wren three apples or the eaao size or five
apples of the suae size fit tightly aide by side across the end of ths box.
The "atraight 3" pack la for rery large apples which are rarely common in
commercial poking work. Ths "straight 5" consists of apples too srau.ll to
Justify packing Id the standard apple box, except In case of highly colored
ariaty of rary good quality.
In the past, it has been oonslaerod necessary to pack oortain sizes of
apples on snda. But it b*e basn found, however, that practically all 3izos o .n
be #oiad on ths cheek anu that packing all siaes one way iraks* the operation
much e-icisr, especially for the baglnnar.
The following table of imMf#te)3 box packs in adopted from the depart-
ment of Pomology, 'iaa-jaohu-'stts Agricultural College. It "irss ths cumber of
apples in the boxm size of the apples, the style of pack, nurabsr of the apples
In the row, number of layers in depth, number of apples in the layarc and the
position of apples in the box.
Tal-iu of Cowoorelal Box ?*oks. (On next uage).
The sizes of applec given ir. table, indicates in a general way the
transverse or cheek—to-eheek aiameters of the »j
:
.le«i for ti e various paoke.
This of course, will v.ry with uifferert Varieties of api-lee. For instance,the
diameter of a flat ap*>le till be muoh greater than that of a lonp slender apple
that nil! ^ACk the sane r.umb^r per cox. The number of applet lr. a box Vary
sometimes also with ths varieties, uuj to their alfferanoe in ahapes and thickness
The 113 siae a^pie in the diagonal pick Is the size that fill pack a
"straight 4* tisr, bat It is usually advisable to avoid a straight pack when
pes" iM3.
Has3achujett3 growers when u^ing the st.ndard apple box shoula aim to
yaeK nothing smaller than 133 size apple to the boxf and by far the large
proportion of box packing should be of sizes which run 125 or leas to the box.
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A well packed box should always hare a bulge, or "swell", of three
fourths of an inch upon both toy ana bottom* As the box is ±»aoked before the
oorer Is Balled on, this bulge will be about one-and-balf lnohes In the middle
of the top layer
;
but vhen the oorer Is nailed on, the top and bottom of the box
spring out thus making both the top and bottom bulge equal.
This bulge or "swell" is, as the "tailing off" in barrel packing, a
crucial point. A box packed without the proper amount of bulge compares more
or lees closely to a slack packed barrel. In both oases, the fruit becomes slack
and rattles about, often becoming badly bruised. The bulge not only holds the
fruit firm when the cower is nailed on, but the spring of the top and bottom
boards will keep it firm as it shrinks, at least up to the point where the top
and bottom boards become practically parallel*
In a straight pack Ism bulfce is required as the apples thus packed
do not settle Into the crevices as is the oase with the diagonal pack. In
the straight pack, smaller apples ma^jbe used for the ends of the box and thus
the proper bulge is obtained. It may become necessary when flat apples are
paoked on their cheeks to turn the rows at the ends flat in order to attain ths
desired bulge while keeping the endi low at the same time.
In the diagonal pack, the spaces left at each end of the layers help
to giro the proper bulge in the middle of the pack. By packing the cantor move
closely, the space left betwean the apples is lessened and the next layer can
not be pressed in xn deep in the center and thus the middle aulas is built up-
Sre.
wfi'fJc the ends being paoked looser, tho spaoes are more open and the apples at ths
ends oan be pressed domn lower so the ends are not raised as high. Apples that
are a little larger or thicker, are often selected for the middle part of e ,ch
layer, and this will also tend to glwe the proper amount of bulge in the center.
To avoid the bruising of apples at tha ends of the box during pressing
and nailing the pack should be but little in excess of the height of the box at
i
the ends. In the diagonal pack, tha apples at each end of the box should come
Pig.17. - The proper bulge before nailing! Mo. 1, shows
not enough bulges Ho. B, show the proper
aaount of bulges Ho. 3, shows too muoh bulge*
Fig. 16. - The proper bulge after nailinc! Ho. 1, not enough bulge; lo. 6,
the right amount of bulge on e&eh aide; HO. 3, too muoh bulge.
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on* fourth to three eighth of an inch above tha level of the box. In the straight
pack a little leas Is sufficient as It does not stj.nd as muoh pressing as does the
diagonal pack. If the ends are much higher than this, the fruit will be bruised
when the oorer is prsesed and nailed on* Means of securing the proper center
bulge by regulating the height of the ende ae discussed in the paragraph above o
could be employed to secure the proper height of the ends. It is generally not
difficult to come out even at the ends in box packing as the height of the box is
planned for thisland further the selection of the right style of paok and in
placing the apples in the layers afterwards will all tend to make the ends come
out at the proper height*
Firmness of thermit in the pack la also of importance in box packing*
Each layer should be packed so that every slmfle fruit in it is firm and tight,
but sufficient pressure to dent or bruise the fruit should not be used when
forcing it into place. Apples are almost contain to shrink a little in storage
and still more during shipment, and unless Tory firmly paoked, thoy are bruised
against each other and resulting in a slack pack when the final destination is
reached and unable to oommana the highest price. Advantages should be taken of
the variation in diameter and length of the different apples to "Key" each
apple tightly in place.
Evenness of eaoh layer of apples in a box, especially the top layer, is
f
a very desirable featuri, as evenness not only prevents some apples from receive
ing an undue amount of pressure and others from not being held in place when the
cover is bent down over the top by the press, but adas greatly to the attrativenes
of the pack* The smooth, even surfaoe of a good pack at onoe suggeets uniform
grading and inspires confidence in the thoroughness and care in packing. Probably
more than any other one factor, unless it be that of alignment, the average
purchaser Judges the quality of the packing and value of the package by the even-
ness of its surface.
Another factor that distinguishes good box packing is the good alignment
which refers to the straight, neat rows across the box, rows running parallel with
M A S SAO HUS 12 T T SSTANDARD
A GUAD12
MIX. SIZE 8 INCHESCOUXT 1()()
BALDWINS
- I'acUeA 1) v -
U. 12. TOWNSEND,
M A J, 1)10 X, MASS.
Fig. 19. — A correctly stencillju box end,
bearing the required statements
In the right order as demanded by
the Stata grading ana packing lav
on closed packages.
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the sides and ends of the box In ease of the straight packs, and diagonally in
ease of ths diagonal packs. There Is a neatness and finish about a box with
perfectly straight roes that glres the purchaser the Impression of careful packing.
Curved or Irregular rots are eoamon occurences especially *ith the diagonal packs*
Often by the turning of an apple quarter or half say round and leaving it In the
ease place sill straighten out a curved or Irregular row and enable the apples
toughing It to fall into line. A little attention on the part of the packer will
correct this*
Stencilling is generally done after the cover is pressed down and nailed
in the same manner as the bottom with the aid of a box press-box is usually
stencilled on one end with the required statements demanded by the State law me
given under stencilling for barrel* In stencilling the box, the quantity of the
contents is commonly expressed either in turns of numerical counts or in measure,
such mat the actual number of apples or "One standard bushel". A correctly
stencilled box is shown in Fig. 19.
Boxed apples in storage or shipment should always be staokem on their
sides, or on ends as Is sometimes done, but never on the bulge of the tope and
bottoms as they oould not be piled to advantage in this manner and the fruit will
surely become bruised badly.
Thg .^nford. 1M f°r Earn frqm* - dimensions of this produce box
as defined by the State law arei I'd Inches In length. 17^ Inches in width, and
7 yi6 lnahes in depth, inside measurements. The capacity of this box should not
be less than 2150.4K cubic inches, or one Standard bushel. However, a box of
these dimensions has been found to contain 2162.89 cubic inches, and holds IS .47
oublo inches mors than the Peaeral Standard bushel of 8150.4E cubic inches.
The lav further requires th.t when this produce box Is mads of wood, the
ends should not be less than fire-eighth of an inoh In thickness and ths sides
and bottom three-eighth of an inoh in thlokness. Bach box must also be marked on
Me ov+
at erne **ter side, usually on the side or end, in bold, ueeoadensod capital
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letters of not leoo than one Inch in height, the cords i "Standard Box Far*
Produce".
The best box notorial is either pine or spruce. Chestnut is sometimes
used and is a fee cents cheaper than boxes Bade of pine or spruce, but it is not
as clean and chits in appearanoe and soon hardcne thus developing a tendency to
split* Boxes could be obtained fro* a number of reliable box factories in ths
State at a cost ranging from twenty cents to thirty-two cents per box. The boxes
should be properly nailed with the six-penny cement-coated box nails, and a nail
should be driTen close to each side of a Joint. Usually it is ths bent way to
sooure the supply of boxes with only the four sides nailed up, luring the bottoms,
slats and risers come separately.
Slats are usually li inches wide, i Inches in thickness and 19 inches
long. On closed paokagsa, four slats are commonly employed on a box, but fire
slats are considered better, ehen tha box is to be shipped for any longer distance.
Two slats are ordinarily usad, whan ths packed box is marketed as an open package,
to hold the card-board cap in place, one on each side of the box about one inch
in from the side. A square of paper card-board or corrugated board cut to the
inside dimensions of the box is generally placed orer the top layer of apples
under ths slats to prevent bruising and to keep the dust from the fruit. When
packed a^plee are piled without cowers either in storage or when truoked open to
the market, it has been the practice of acme growers to employ two long slats,
with a short piece of riser at each end, between each layers of boxes to protect
the apples at the top of eaoh box from bruising and at the s~jm time to hold the
boxes securely.
then the surface of the pack is lersl with the top of the box, the
box does not present a full appearance. Further, jostling in transit may settle
the pack and leaves the box slack when the final distinction is reached. The uee
of risers upon the heavy ends of the box under the slate, makes it possible to
pack the apples somewhat abore the top of the box and thus presents a full
appearance. Ths use of the risers will also render piling of the boxes without
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the danger of brulahlng the apple*. The elsee of the rleere ha»e been varied,
bat fire-eighth of *n lnoh thick, fire-eighth of an ineh vide and seventeen and
half Inches long are the standardised dlaenotone and are veil established by
tutOS*
It is essential that the apples packed in the produce bases, that are to
be chipped far, be firmly hold in place to prevent bruising* This can be best
done vlth the aid of a box press* As most of the box presses on the market are
built for the Western or standard apple box* there are net auny box pres*e3
available for the standard produce box*
Mr. Houghton of Harvard, Massachusetts, who la nov dead, has invented a
produoe box press which is shown In Fig* SO* The original pattern has been im-
proved upon by Mr. Calkins of the jtune place, and sobs of the Improved type eere
manufactured and sold* Thers has bean no mora manufactured at present ae this
improved typo haa tcanagreased the pattern right of the Western box prea^ of the
ball type*
Last year, howevar, the Meadow Brook Farm Inc., at Sterling Junction,
Massachusetts, had put on the market a new nailing preaa designed pr imarlly for
tho Standard produce box, but could be adjusted for use on the standard apple box a
and other fruit boxes* Being a net product, ltd merits and defeats have not yet
been thoroughly tested out, although the manufacturer has claimed cuny dealrabla
and valuable features in its favor* A picture of ehioh Is shown In Fig* SB*
The use of this press le limited at present as the price Is rather pro-
hibitive for the average growers* The manufacturer, however has realised this
difficulty and haa manufactured a more simple one reoently and the price la
reduced within easy reach of the average growers who are using the standard
produoe box aa a market oontalner* the oest of the original preea is forty dollars*
Western box preaa of the ball type, however, could be adjusted to fit
the standard produoe box by shortening the bail arma aa ahown In Fig. S3* A orude
but effective preaa haa been employes by some growera for pressing the produoe box
during nailing* It consists of a wooden beam or slat which la hinged to a poet.
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Fig* 88. - The "Meadoirbrook* box pros* for produce box.
Detaehable roller tables are provided on eaeh
sldw of ttui pre9f> to er^»ble rajjid *ork during
preying and nailing*
Fig* 83* — Western box preen of tbe ball type
adjusted to fit tbe produoe box by
shortening the bail arms*
Box to bo nailed la pot on a n*lllnr, beneb under this preea ana the boom or slat it
pressed down on tbo coyer during nulling. It t*kes a un and a boy to operate It,
frac+fce.
but with a little 4 It Can bo opsrated mite rapidly*
There has bean op to tbo preeent time no standardised system of packing
the produoe box* The so eallod "Jumble" paok Is the usual pack employed, and the
larger part of the Massachusetts apples marketed In this produos box are Jumbled*.
Into the box without any attempt at arrangement *nd with a little more grading than
Is demanded by the ^t*te grading law. Low grades of apples c*n probably be handled
best In this manner, but for the better grades a mors attract Ire and better pack
must be used to secure the full benefit for the crop produced. There are, however,
a few growers of better grade of apples, who are using layer packing In the produce
boxee
•
The faosd "Jumble" pack le an advance over the "Jumble" pack and represents
a step to the right direction. This system of pack was developed In the Eastern
section of the State. A box, without the top and bottom, Is set up and the slatted
cor ;r Is then nailed in place, and the box Is turned ov:r and packed from the
bottom up like a barrel. A plain or corrugated card board le first laid on the
slatted cower, and a layer of apples Is arranged on It. When the box has been
paoked and turned over later, this layer Is shown as the face. The apples In this
face layar are usually packed closely In rows with either the stem ends up or the
cheeks down, althourJh the latter arrangement will present a more attr .etlve
appearance. Core Is usually taken to select a else so that a certain number of
apples will Just fill a row, and give the same number of rowe. A more attractive
faoe lay r ean be made by uelng one of the methods explained later under layer
le.
packing In the produos box. To keep this faoe layer |Lvel, the apples must be made
to fit tightly in at least one direction. The larger oraeke in the face laysr are
covered by placing apples with the red cheeks down, in the eaoond layer, over them.
The remainder of the apples are oarefully Jumbled in to fill the box. As the box
le being filled, It maybe slightly racked, which tends to settle the apples down
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Into the empty spaces.
The top of the box la levelled off aa evil ae possible by placing some
apples on tbelr ebeeks ana some on their stem ends up, and the bottom board* of
the box ie nallsd on under light pressure. For marketing In the nearby markets as
an open package, the slatted oover may be lightly nailed on first until the
packing le done when it maybe removed without disturbing the faoe layer.
A packing board le eommonly employed, instead of the slatted cover, by
growers In faced "Jumble" packing. It le made eomeehat larger than the box and le
padded with a piece of heavy fait,out of a else, 1?£ Inohee by ?£ inches, eo
that It Just fite into the box to protect the apples in the face layer fsom bru Ic-
ing. The apples in the face layer are placed upon thle felt and the reet of the
operation le the came as dleouesed above.
Apples packed in this way are mainly ueed for nearby markets and are
shipped in open packages ; therefore, the bottom is ordinarily put on with only
such pressure as can be exerted by bearing down on the bottom with elboews.
After the bottom/nailed cn, the box\iacked together with the packing board, is
reversed and the latter Is removed. Two slate are sometimes nailed on the box
to hold the card board In place if the latter is ueed.
The growers who have ueed the faced "Jumble" system, report that It
does not require much additional tlmo than using the plain "Jumble" pack and
that the package will generally sell for twenty-five to fifty cents more which
pays them well for their time put on It. Howevor, the faced "Jumble" pack ic only
suited to "A" grade apples and not for the better grades.
A eyetem of layer packing the produce box has been developed by Mr.
f. I. Piper of Hudson, Massachusetts, which is an improvement yet over the faced
"Jumble" packs.. Applcc in this system are made to fit horizontally by turning one
or more voce ac shown In Fig. 86. The apples are adjusted to the height of the
box by placing one or mora layers with the stem ends up* Apples In the top layer
ehould rest with their cheeks up when possible to present a better appearance.
Fig. C5. - The *fi.t>QV* method of L*yar paaking ths
^rouuoa box* A^leo a>re m»de to fit
horiaonUlly by turning t*» one or aor«
ro»e.
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Thmee layera of the most common aland a^lee, for instance, 8& lnoh
apples i will fill the box *na oome to the top of the risers when e*oh apple In
the layers Is placed on the cheek* When orer 8^ Irishes for Install se, g 8/8 inches
or a little larger, apples of the bottom layer are placed stem ends up* For
apples still larger, two layers hare to be plaoed stems up. This system of
adjustment fails, hoeevsr, when the apples paoksd ars so large that three layers,
stems up, more than fill the box, whloh is oomaon with most varieties above the
three inoh sine.
Flatter apples euoh as the Graven at sin, probably oan be packed to
adv jjta^e with this system. The groater the differanoo between oheek-to-chauk
and e tem- 4:0- calyx diameters, the easier it is to ties this system in adjusting
the pack by turning rows or layers* Round a^plas, without much difference in
the two diameters^ra not so easily paoksd with this system*
The sIzj of apples for this system of pack should not Vuxy more than one
sighth of an Inch In a box* Closer sizing is therefore necessary when this system
Is employed*
The Western style of laysr packing has been tried with euooess by Mr* C.H.
Gould of the Department of Pomology at Massachusetts Agricultural College, for
^aoklng the standard produce box* This is recommended for use only with apples
of "A" grade or better* Higher grades of apples packed with this method presents
a mors attractive appearance than the methods glren amove*
Layer packing of the Western style Is primarily a diagonal: type of pack,
-tijpe of pack
although a straight could be used with the smaller sizes of apples* Tarlous styJ*\
of the diagonal type of pack could be usod according to the elsee of apples* For
inoh and &h lnoh apples, a straight pack Is used) for 8§ lnoh apples, a "4-3"
diagonal p»ok is used! and for 3 inch apples the "3-3" diagonal pack is used*
Apples sised Into minimum elaes of si, fii, fit, and 3 lnohee maybe layer
packed in one of the three etyles given above* The "4-3" and "3-3" diagonal
packs will be more commonly used in layer packing the produce box, as they embrace
?ig. 26. - The "Piper" method of layer packing
the produoa box. Apples are adjusted
to the height of the box by placing one
or more layers eith ate»-ends up*
rig. 27. • The Western styles of layer packing the produce boxt Ho. 1, the
start of the "4-3" diagonal pack} Ho. 2, the first layer of
the "3-3" diagonal pack.
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the most oomaon size of apples paoked In box. The terms "4-3", "3-3" to.,
refer to the Banner In «hloh the apples e>re arranged in e»ah layer In the box*
To determine whlah of the abore syjlee of yaok le used, the following
rules should be need as a guide
i
Bald 1» Six apples of the slxe to be peeked are placea along the
hearier end of the box in a horleontal roe and if the*e fit loosely and a
eerenth one will not fit in, the "4-3" diagonal p*ok ie need.
i&lgj«.< PIT* apples of the sine to be packed are placed along the
hearler end of the box in a elallar Banner ae explained In Rule 1. and If these
fit loosely and the sixth one will not fit in, the "8-3" diagonal paok le need.
Rule 3 If any number of apples placed along the hearier end of the
box in a horizontal row fite tirhtly, a straight pack is need.
Apples In any of the abore ja eke should be placed on their cheeks, but
occasionally the sice and shape of certain apples necessitate the placing of
apples In one or two layere on their ends* To deteralne whether thle procedure
le necessary, three apples are placed on their cheeks
,
one abore the other, In
one corner of the box* then the top-aost apple is froa one half to one inch
abore the lsrel of the top of the j>ox, the apples could be safely packed
diagonally on their cheeks in e^oh layer ae the top will be somewhat lower,
due to the fact that the applee in the eeeond and third layer fitting Into the
pockets foraed by applee beneath* But when the top-aost apple Is aora than one
inch abort) the top of the box, the bottoa layer or cren the second layer aaybc
better placed on their ends and face off with a layer on oheels. This prooedure
le rarely eaployed except then Tory large or Tory saall apples are need In the
packing*
Aa essential point in this layer packing is that apples la each lay r
should be tightly packed and there ehould be no loose apples la any layer* A
slack paok detracts froa the general appearance of a pack and the danger of
bruising Is great during handling* Aurantages should be taken ofthe Tariatioa
In dlaaeter and length of the different apples to "ley" each apple tightly in
Fig. 88. - The "4-3" diagonal pack, eho»in£ the let
two layers with apples packed on ends to
eooure the proper height of the faoe layer.
Pig .8 9. - Packed produce box vlth the oorer
raised to nho« the corrugated cardboard
pad and the fruit In the face layer.
fir* 30. - k convenient portable i>&akln^>8tt»nd made by
lnrerting & produce box And null ori throe stationary
lees*
Fig. 31. - A properly packed produce box with cover
null 3d, shoving the correctly atenoilled
end.
Fig.38. <m A properly packed produce box *ith the
oorer raised to show the f *oe layor. The
wordo," Standard Box Farm Produce", are
correctly stencilled on the side of the
box as required by the State la*.
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place in e»oh layer. To present a good appearance, the box met be packed fall ad
and^well faced. When red varieties are used, the red ehsska of the face applet
should be turned upward to add attract Irenes 8 to the pack.
the jack must further be regular in a well layer-packed box. When the
pack is started, for instance, with a "4-3" diagonal pack, the same style should
he continued in e^oh succeeding layer, then apples are placed in the bottom layer
on their cheeks, each succeeding layer should be the same.^exoeptlon is of course A/e
aade with apples wither too large or too small which necessitate the plaolng of
one or two layers on ends. The alignment of apples in rows should be reasonably
straight.
For convenience in layar paoklng, a packing stand of some kind is
necessary even when a few boxes ara to be paokad. A rigid, built-in stand is
meet satisfactory where many apples arc handlsd. The height of the Hand should
be adjusted to suit the packer and the slope of the stand jhould be sufficient
to ke3r the apples from rolling out of position. A good portable stand can be
eu^ily made by inrertlng a produce box and nailing on three legs of sufficient
height to bring it within easy reach of the pucker as shown in Pig. 30. This
stand ooulu be easily placed beside a grading or packing table or aiser bin
containing the slsad apples.
The box, in layer paoklng should lure the permanent bottom nailed on
before packing. After being packed, a card-board either plain or corrugated la
placed owjr the top layir. The neeeae»ry required eta amenta as demanded by the
?tate law on closed packages can cither be stencilled on the top of the card
hoard or on the aide or end of the box. If the two risers are not already nailed
on the heavy ends of the box before packing, a falee cower, consisting of four
or fire slats nailed on two pieces of risers at the end,oun be uaed conveniently
during packing to aeaaure the height of the top layer.
other Types of Pa«k^»a« - The^paoklng of containers like the fourteen-
quart peach baskets, bushel hampers, stave buehel baskets etc., have not been ao
•ill raduoad to * eystam. If la largely a question of securing a smooth and
attractive face on the p.»okage that shall fairly represent the oontents and still
be attractive to the purchaser*
With the fourteen-quart peach baskets, growers ^ebo are using them^
generally Jumble the apples in with no attempt of arrangement, although a fee
growers f*oe off the top lajsr by arranging the apples in oonaentrlo oiroles eith
generally the rad cheeks up as is dons in "tailing off* a barrel. A red netting
is sonatinas plaoad orar the top of the basket* Red netting is employed as
apples do not shoe to advantage through pink or ether colored nettings* Red
screen cloth is also used for this purpose*.
then a growsr is ottering to a spaolal market, the fourteen-quert peach
basket oan be packed in the folloelng manner for shipments two baskets are
"telescoped" together to strengthen It for shipment* Lining papers, cither of
the special heavy basket linar or ordinary box lining paper, are placed along
the inner sides of the basket in a cone fashion* Apples are crapped in tissue
papers and placed in concentric rings, as the facing of a barrel, eith the stem
ends up* Bach layer of apples should be tight to prevent bruising, When the
basket Is filled, an excelsior cap or Just plain excelsior is placed over the
top layer* Burlap out to the right length and width is wrapped orer the basket
and sewn up tightly*
Growers who are using the removable bottom bushel hampers generally
pack them as a barrel* The bottom is taken out, and then the cower is fastened
to the top of the hamper. A fifteen-inch corrugated cap is placed on top of
the wooden oower. Tho f*oe layar is then arrangad as in barrel packing* The
and
rest of the apples is carefully Jumbled in^the bottom Is nailed on*
A ourrey of the existing condition in ttassaohusetts with regards to
packing Is a large and comprehensive subject* Conditions v*ry not only between
localities, but often within one locality as wall* To summarise and generalise
the existing packing conditions in Massachusetts would be an impossibility. There
are, hoeever, three types of growers in every locality; namely, the grower whose
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fruit la hi9 nuin orop and income and who takes oaro of hie orohara and pooka
hie fruit In a systematic manner, the grower whoee fruit le a side lesue and who
take? care of his orchard and packs his fruit In the best manner he knows hcwg
anuthe grower whoso fruit ie a side issue and who takee no o*re cf hie orchard
and packs his fruit in nc aoptcmatlo way.
A 9tudy has been attempted by ths wr Iter' in determining the number of
growers in each county that are practicing poking, but accurate data on thlc
could not be secured. In general, Horfolk, Middlesex, Worcester, and franklin
Counties stand out prominently as the counties in vhlch a larger percentage of
the growers praotioe systematic packing th*n growers in the remaining counties.
In Norfolk and Middlesex counties, there are approximately 90 % of the grower*
who pack their apples. The prevailing type of containers employed by the growers
in these counties le the standard produoe box. In Voroester County, there arc
approximately 75$ of the growers who praotioe paoking aid the standard produce
boxes are aleo generally used as market containers* In Franklin county,75^ of the
growers who have any commercial orchards pack their applee. The prevailing
type of containers being the standard apple barrel. Standard apple boxes arc
occasionally used there mainly for Mcintosh and northern **py applee.
Co-opar^tiTe p acking has bean practiood by a few £rowera£> Co-operotiTO
associations in the State, lotably, among $hese,are the Aohfield Farmers'
Co-operatire Exchange, the Associated Orowera of Starling AppAes, ana the
Williamsburg Fruit growera"* Association.
In the Ashfield Farmers 1 Co-operatiTo Exchange, each mambor picks hie
own fruit and the Association eanda a mechanical sizar and p*ckere to each
orohurd to do the grading and packing. Baoh grower paya for the grading and
paoking of his own a^les. The standard apple barrel Is used ae the marketing
package
•
With the Aceoeiated Growers of Sterling Apples, the manager fid all the
paoking In 10C1. A charge of five cents was made on eoeh box packed. Two hundred
99
boxes a day was the rata of packing. Each member pays for the flaking and
peeking of hie fruit* The standard produoe box ie employed. The association has
also adopted an at tract Ire label to go elth eaeh packed box. The members of
this association rsalias the benefit of a good and hoaeot pack*
The Williamsburg Fruit Orawere 1 Association was formed in 1916 with
the purpose of enabling the Bombers to find a better and aore profitable market
for their apples by the process of good and honest grading and packing* A ssal
has been adapted by the Association to be put on erery barrel packed* The
Association has two mechanical sizing aaehines and ten packing crews. The
aeabere of the association are required to piok their own applee ana then to
notify the manager when they are ready for grading and packing* The packing
crews and slaing machines arc esnt to the farms of all the mashers in fist
Chesterfield and Worthington and apples are ehlpped froa Huntington to these
towns to be graded and picked. Apples are also pocked at the furm in Williams-
burg, but all other members must carry their fruit to the Assoc iationrpaoklng
house *ioh is located in the oentar of Williamsburg* Saoh member paye for the
grading and packing of his own applas* The standard apple barrels are the
containers employed* Recent Information secured shows that the association
is not functioning at preeent due to the lack of higher grade apples produced*
Fig. 34. — A eonyenient whoel-truok for handling produce
boxes Inside of packing house. It can accomodate
from 84-30 boxee. It is 4 ft. and 10 lnohes long,
3 ft. ana 3 Inches wide, (courtesy of Kr.A.I.Hulet.
<». Amheret, lias«u)
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Pig. 35. - Showing the construction of ths bottoa of the
wheel-truck and the arrangement of wheels,
(oourtssy of Mr. A.B.Hulet, 1* Amherst, Mass.
Fig. 30. — A packing-house built as an euijucrt to a
ooonon storage. It aoeomodates 3 gaoling
tables and 6 packers. (Courtesy of Mr.A.H.
Hulst, Amherst, Macs.)
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Fig. 37. - Floor plan of a combined packing and storage bouse.
Ho. 1. The packing room
Ho. 2. Tha common storage room (After Colo, M.A.C. Extension leaflet Ho. 3.)
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SUMMARY .
Harvesting la an Important operation In profitable apple prouuction*
Tha proper time for harvesting hasi>arked Jnfluenee upon the keeping quality
color, slse, and flaror of tha fruit* It varies with the kinds of markata
the grower la ottering to, the dlatunee fruit la to be ahlpped, the ater»ge
and labor facilities, and the varioty itaelf.
Oround oolor la a more reliable Index to maturity than the red oolor vlth the
colored varieties* Proper sise and ease with whleh the atom eepeYatea from
the apur are the reliable Indices to maturity with yellow,green and rueaet
Tarlet lea.
Successive plowing* are profitable with varieties that ripen unevenly,
eapeeially the earlier varieties*
Carefulness and* the utilisation of proper methods in harvesting are of primary
import jaoe. Carelessness and improper methods employed In harvesting hawa a
material effect not only on the fruit ltaelf and its sale, but en the treee
and the succeeding oropa as well*
i it Ale receptacles for pieJtlng are Import int. The reeeptaoles selected
for ploklng should preTent all bruising as far as possible and should give
ease In handling*
In harvesting the fruit from the treea that can not be easily reached from
tha ground, suitable ladders should be provided — climbing about among
branches la ul*ays to be avoided*
Picking polei and other patented ptskere are not in use among eooaeroial
growers* y '
Field reoeptaoles should not be the same packages whleh aro to be sent to
the market, as soiled packages always detract from the eale of the fruit*
Fruit as soon as picked should bo moved immediately to a cool oovered place,
or placed In shady portion of the orchard when not hauled away immediately*
The ideal time for picking is on a cool and dry day*
A low, spring wagon la most desirable for use in orchard hauling work* For
ray id hauling, auto trucks are frequently employed*
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Grading Is both necessary and desirable. It benefits both tbe purchaser and
the producer and facilitate the market ins eyetem*
Careful grading an to also, shape, and oolor faoilitatei the packing
operations*
The enactment of Tt .to grading and packing la* establishes a permanent
standard for gradss and furnishes a common denominator by ihieh sellers and
buyers may trade in a particular commodity in a language vhloh Mans the
same thing to both of them*
To pack all the apples as ungraded in order to aroid tbe gradingAl»w is
not advisable, except under exceptional circumstance, and proves
detrimental to the producsr.
Uniformity in. sine, shape* oolor and quality is the keynote to successful
grading*
fo grade and pack the apples strictly according to the grading and packing
lav necessitates the separation of thiss t»o aparatlons.
Mechanical sizsrs are nocs83ury srhera any quantity of apples j:sj to be
sized and rapid aork in sizing uesirsd* Pease and Olfford mechanical slserc
are the most common ones employed larger growers in this ftats.
Better packing methods are necessary and desirable and are especially needed
for the higher grade of apploa.
Packages eeleoted should be based upon this, consideration of the cost*
attractiveness, convenience to consumers, easa of packing, the markets
catered to, and the variety of applet*
Standard apple barrel*, itand^rd farm produao box and 14-quart peach basket
are the moat prsvalent kinds of containers euployed for apples In
Massachusetts. The U3C of the standard apple box Is vary limited In this
State*
Hard wood barrels with saved elm hoops are the most ueairable.
Tha use of oooond-h&nd barrel* should be avoided as they detraot from the
sales*
For -jattsfaotory racking vhsn ^ackins i» done in the orchard or on soft
gfounds, a racking pl~nk should ba used*
Liners fflther of olw or gum *oou to strengthen the head, especially for
export or long distance shipping should not be dispense^ »ith.
Applas selected for the f*oe laysr should fairly represent tha contents of
the barrel. Should also be uniform in else, shape and oolor. They should
be veil and tightly arranged.
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"Ring tailing" should be used eepeolally with the better grades of
delio *te varieties.
Height of the t .11 layer should not be orer one-and-half inehAabovo the
chime of the barrel* then r*oklng is thorough a height of £" ls
euffie lent even for export.
Packed barrels If held in storage for any length of time, or loaded in
oar for shipment should be placed on their sides*
Box material should be strong, straight grained with grain running
crosswise free, from knots and should not impart ofcdor to the fruit,
lative ehitu^Ts generally used in 3j« England. Spruou is the best.
For rapid work In box making, a box form is Indaspensabls.
trapping papar for individual apple adds to the character of the paokj
makes paoking easier and paok tlghturi sorres as a cushion between
apples to ainiaiae bruising in handling, and prevent'} the spreading of
rot.
The diagonal pack is practically thu only system employed at present in
oommeroial box packing. It permits a wider variation In the else of
apples in a box a»nd allows mors or leas pressing without bruising.
The "3-*J"and the S" repreaei.t the two most commonly employed styles in
the diagonal pack and they embrace all the sises oomiaonly usod in box
packing
Straight 3 ana straight 5 paok? UPC for Tory large and Tery small apples
which are Imi oomacr.ly met *ith in commercial box packing.
fell—packed box 3hould have a bulge of £ of an inch upon both top and
bottom. A proper amount of bulge holds the fruit in a packed box firmly
and prevents slack and bruising.
A straight p-sCi requires last; bttAfa *s a>^lea thusp^akna do v settle
into crevices as in the diagonal pack.
The pack should be but a little in excess of the height of the box at
onds to prevent the apples at tha ends fran bruising.
Firmness of fruit In the pack is of importance In box packing. TTnless
firmly packed shrinkage in storage and transit will cause a slaek pack.
Svenness of each layer of apples in a box prevents damaging from pressing
and adds greatly to the attraotivenea^ of the pack.
Good alignment of the rows of applas in a box imparts neatness and finish
to the packed box and a ttraeto the purchaser.
Boxed apples In storage or transit should always be plaood on their sides or
ends but nsT3r on bulge.
The beat material for tbs legalised produce box Is either pine or spruce,
chestnut makes poor box*
Risers ehen used facilitates packing and imparts a full appearance to the
packed box*
"Jumble" pack Is only suited for lover grades of apples* "Faced jumble"
pack Is suited for "A" grade or lower, while layer pack Is suited only for
fancy" and hii&er grades*
The "4-3" and "3-3"dlgonal p*cka are mors ooomonly usad In layer packing the
produce box, as they embrace all sizes commonly used In commercial packing*
In la/g«r packing there should be no loose apple In each layer, a slaok pack
detract*, from the gtniral appearance of thn pack and oauaes bruising*
The pack ahoulu be regular In a vail laysr-paokad box* The allgr.cant of
apples in rows should be reasonably straight*
The methods of packing containers vbher than barrel, etuidard mfflt box and standard
produce box haV3 not been raducod to a 9y*tflm* It !s largely a question of
securing a smooth and attract ire face on the package*
Norfolk, Middlesex, foroestsr and Franklin Counties stand out prominently
as the oountias in whieh a largar percentage of growers practice systematic
paoklng*
Co-operative packing has been done by the Aahfield farmers' Oo-opsr*t ire
Change, tho Associated Orowara'of ''torling Apples, and the Williamsburg
?ru it Grows' Association*
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